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ABSTRACT

Traditional models of usability are not sufficient for software in the
home, since they are built with office software in mind. Previous
research suggest that social issues among other things, separate software in homes from software in offices. In order to explore that
further, the use qualities to design for, in software for use in face-toface meetings at home were contrasted to such systems at offices. They
were studied using a pluralistic model of use quality with roots in
socio-cultural theory, cognitive systems engineering, and architecture.
The research approach was interpretative design cases. Observations,
situated interviews, and workshops were conducted at a Swedish
bank, and three interactive television appliances were designed and
studied in simulated home environments. It is concluded that the use
qualities to design for in infotainment services on interactive television
are laidback interaction, togetherness among users, and entertainment.
This is quite different from bank office software that usually is characterised by not only traditional usability criteria such as learnability,
flexibility, effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction, but also professional face management and ante-use. Ante-use is the events and activities that precedes the actual use that will set the ground for whether
the software will have quality in use or not. Furthermore, practices for
how to work with use quality values, use quality objectives, and use quality
criteria in the interaction design process are suggested. Finally, future
research in design of software for several co-present users is proposed.
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Introduction

1.
INTRODUCTION
Designing IT for home situations

How can interaction designers assess the goodness of a solution in
the middle of the nitty-gritty design work? This thesis is about use
quality of information technology (IT) in home situations. The overacting question is why different kinds of IT-systems are good to use or
not good to use. Deciding what goodness is in a design situation is a
key activity in interaction design, and this thesis tries to do so for IT in
the home. The area of human-computer interaction (HCI) has had
models of what goodness is for over 20 years, but almost only for the
context of work. Today IT is pervasive and ubiquitous in our society,
and the models of use quality are finally beginning to crawl out of the
office. This thesis provides suggestions of routes to crawl. In order to
set the frame of this work, the nature of design and the phenomenon of
IT in the home will be described in this first chapter.

1.1

The nature of design

Theories and methods presented in this thesis are to be considered as
tools for researching and practising designers. The understanding of
their utility must hence be based on an understanding of the nature of
designing. Design is an exploration of the conceivable futures of the
design situation at hand. To explore means to do something and see
what happens. Doing things in the real world is, however, expensive
9
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and potentially dangerous if you do not know what will happen.
Therefore designers create a model, in order to be able to conceive and
predict the consequences of a certain design alternative (Schön, 1983).
This model can be held in the head, but that is difficult for designs that
are more complex than a single line. Most often the model is externalised from the head in the form of talk, sketches, graphs, and other
things. These externalisations are called design artifacts, since they are
artifacts produced during the design process.
Design problems are never given, many of them may be classified as
wicked (Rowe, 1987). That means that they are impossible to define. It
is impossible to say what the problem really is, it is always disputable
and new questions can be posed that reformulates the problem. There
are no rules for stopping; the design process can go on forever if the
designers do not stop for external reasons like money or perhaps hunger. Finally, a solution to a wicked problem is never correct or incorrect. Other solutions may always be given and they may be as
appropriate as the initially suggested solution. It depends on how the
problem is formulated.
The designers are in a problematic situation that has to be explored.
During this exploration the design problem and its alternative solutions are defined together in a tight coupling (Schön, 1983). Every
explorative move that designers make in order to reach a solution
affects the problem. The result of this dependency is that the designers
create not only a solution to a problem, but also the problem in itself
(see Figure 1.1).

make
solution
see
problem

Figure 1.1: The problem-solution loop in design work.
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Design is to find the solution and the problem in a problematic situation. Or as Winograd (1996, p. XX ) puts it:
“The designer looks for creative solutions in a space of alternatives that is shaped by competing values and resource needs.”
So where does the values that Winograd mentions come from?
Who’s values? Is it the values of the user, the designers, the client or is
it the values of society? The answer is all of them. These values are
always in competition or negotiation and a continuous dialectic relation between creating and assessing is consequently vital for success in
a design project.
Outlining the design process

divergence

convergence
transformation

Figure 1.2: The phases of the design process, according to Jones.
A design process has been described by for example Jones (1992) as
going from a phase of divergence, over a phase of transformation to a
phase of convergence, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. During the divergent
phase the constraints and possibilities of the design situation is
explored. The designers try to find facts in the design situation that are
11
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stable so that the they can hold on to them in the design process. Large
parts of this phase consists of information gathering and trying to
understand and formulate the design problem. Alternatives are
explored and both impossible and conceivable ideas are tested. The
initial visions are formed during this phase. In the transformation
phase the number of alternatives are decreasing and the scope of the
design is narrowing as the design problem is better understood and
the really bad ideas are discarded. Finally, the designers have to take
the decision to implement the design in a specification. Jones terms
this phase the convergence phase. The changes in the design are in this
stage small and the details are being polished.
Jones’s outline is similar to Stolterman’s outline (Stolterman, 1991;
Bratteteig & Stolterman, 1997; and Löwgren & Stolterman, 1998),
depicted in Figure 1.3. In his view there are three activities which he
names vision, operative image and specification. The three activities
are mutually dependent and all present at the same time throughout
the design process. But earlier stages of a project carries more of a
visionary phase, the middle relies heavier on the operative image and
the final part is more dependent on the design specification.

vision

operative
image

specification

Figure 1.3: The abstraction levels of the design process, according
to Stolterman.
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Inexperienced designers seem to spend too little time on exploring
alternatives, building an understanding and re-framing the problem in
a fruitful way. Their divergence is too small. This is risky as they may
end up at bad design, since they have not considered alternatives and
have not looked around the most obvious solution.
The role of externalisation
An important tool for doing divergence is sketching. Using pencil and
paper speeds up the doing-seeing loop of creation, assessment and reformulation. No other tool is as fast as the pencil and the paper in this
respect. Designers can draw a line and immediately evaluate it. This
communication process between designer and visualisation of the
design situation has another effect: It generates new ideas. As the
designers draw, they see their problem in another way, perhaps
because a line came out slightly wrong on the paper. Taking a step
back or looking at a sketch from a different angle may also lead to new
ideas and thoughts. New ideas are then nothing but old ideas in new
combinations or old ideas looked upon or interpreted from a new perspective. This is what Laseau (1989, p. 9) means with “a conversation
with ourselves in which we communicate with sketches.” It is also
related to Schön’s (1983, 1992) concept of a reflective conversation with
the materials of a design situation, where the designer shapes the situation in a way that is in accordance with the initial understanding of it,
and then the situation talks back to the designer, who can respond to
that back-talk. Figure 1.4 elaborates the problem-solution loop.

see

do

reflect
Figure 1.4: Reflection-in-action.
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Schön describes in the following way:
“In a good process of design, this conversation is reflective. In
answer to the situation’s back-talk, the designer reflects-inaction on the construction of the problem, the strategies of
action, or the model of the phenomena, which have been
implicit in his moves.” (Schön, 1983, p. 79)
The sketches also forms a documentation of the design process without adding any administrative overhead. Designers can learn much by
browsing back in old sketches. Schön writes:
“The drawing can be rapid and spontaneous, but the residual
traces are stable. The designer can examine them at will.” (p.
157)
Externalisations of different kinds are also used for communication
purposes where designers want to present ideas to another member of
the design team, to the client, or to a user. The presentation sketches
are usually not as rough as working sketches are and their purpose is
not only to communicate an idea but may also be to persuade the other
part that a particular design alternative is better than other alternatives. Others has previously described different kinds of externalisations in relation to interaction design (e.g. Winograd, 2001; and
Löwgren & Stolterman, 1998).
Material–method–problem
Design material, design method and design problem are tied together
in a mutual dependency. The design process may start in any of the
three seen in Figure 1.5.
Consider the example of an on-line training software for a system.
The material is set: HTML and Macromedia Authorware. This controls
what the designers can do and what they perceive the problem to be.
There are some things the designers cannot even imagine to do. They
do, for instance, not consider interactive 3D-visualisation of a database. If it is decided to build a boat in steel, the designers have decided
what the problems are: welders are, for example, needed rather than a
plastic workshop.
14
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problem

material

method

Figure 1.5: The mutual dependency between material, method
and problem.
When designers decide which method to use, they also perceive the
design problem in a certain way. The method blinds the designers
from some aspects and it highlights others. Methods are nevertheless
necessary, but in order to get the whole picture the designers must
change methods. Otherwise the method is pressed upon the material
and the problem and they get locked into being certain things. This has
been a problem in much of information system development. The
management decide on a method and that is pressed onto the problem
and onto the material. It does not matter what the problem is and it
does not matter what material the project is working with, they still
use the same method (that probably also is trendy). It is, however, irrational to try to use the same development method in web store projects
as in space shuttle projects. Doing so would render a documentation
process that costs as much as the rest of the development does.
A design method is a way to approach a design problem. In my
view, it consists of a complex of techniques tied together by a common,
underlying philosophy. Every designer has a repertoire of methods
and a repertoire of examples, that make up the experience. The experience is of course tied to what projects the designer has been working
on. The examples that a designer has seen influences how design prob-
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lems are framed and also embody the designers knowledge of the
design material. A designer that has worked only with web projects
has a repertoire of examples from the web, but also knowledge in
design materials like HTML, Macromedia Flash et cetera. Such a
designer is probably not as good at handling traditional widgets and
building pop-up windows, and might not even think about how they
should be designed or even that they should be designed at all. That
designer would instead create a navigation from one screen to another
rather than using a pop-up window.

1.2

Interaction design

This thesis is about interaction design, one of the design disciplines.
Other design disciplines are architectural design, industrial design,
graphic design and so on. To put it simply, interaction design is the
design discipline that deals with the design of interactive IT-products.
It is a process that under temporal and economical restrictions is managed in order to specify the properties of an IT-product (Löwgren &
Stolterman, 1998).
Interaction design is, however also, the design of the use of a system
rather than the design of a system per se. It is the design of the actions
performed with a product, it is the design of how the product is used
in different situations, for example how it is supposed to be used in the
school, on the aeroplane, at the office, at home, etc. The interaction
design is not over until the practices of using the system and the interaction patterns have settled. The product is designed when it leaves
the production line.
The usage of a system consists of users that are doing things with a
system for reaching some goals at a certain time and at a certain place.
All of these (users, artifacts, actions, goals and context) may be
designed or changed in an interaction design process. Even though the
focus usually is on designing the systems and the actions performed
with them all other aspects of the usage will be affected by the design
and are consequently also designed.
I have outlined what the activity of doing design is in this chapter.
The reason for doing so is that every theory or method that is to be of
any use to practising interaction designers most fit into a designerly
work practice and a designerly thinking. It is my goal that the theories
16
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and methods presented in this thesis should function as conceptual
tools or tools for reflection for practising interaction designers. Within
a moment of reflection there is room for learning.

1.3

IT in the home

The subtitle of this chapter is “Designing IT for home situations,” but
what is meant by IT in home situations? Our technosphere is becoming
increasingly complex, and advanced technology soon penetrates all
aspects of our lifes. Our living rooms are turning into infotainment1
centres, and the home office has been a reality since the eighties
(Venkatesh, 1996). More and more homes are being connected to the
Internet, not only by the free will of the inhabitants. They are also
pushed towards it in the autopoesis of technology. Banks and postal
offices are closing down local branches and governmental functions
are most easily accessed over the Internet. This is not inherently bad or
good, but it poses a number of problems we are only beginning to foresee. It also provides a venture of opportunity for design and design
research. The connected home opens up for new interactive services
and appliances that we have not seen before.
Just like any other context of use the home and domestic life is
socially organised. The activities that take place in our everyday lifes
are not confined to the four walls of the houses we live in, just like
work activities are not confined to an office and a PC. All human-computer activities (as any other activity) are distributed over time, space
and actors which demands increasing mobility of everyday IT.
O’Brien, Rodden, Rouncefield and Hughes (2000) showed in their
study of a set-top box trial that technology that was fixed at one place
in the house caused tension between the householders, since it made
harmonious coordination and management of everyday activities in
the home more difficult. They also argued for flexibility as an important design consideration in domestic technology. The designers of
home IT should also avoid prescriptive models of use, since homes,
home life and cultural norms vary tremendously.

1. ‘Infotainment’ is a word created by the combination of ‘information’ and
‘entertainment’.
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As IT is used outside work, other values than those of work also
enters into our conception of what good IT is. Designers will have to
design for different lifestyles, and life-stages. Fashion and symbolism
will be more important for consumer products than for working tools.
Comfort and togetherness with family and friends will perhaps also be
more important than getting things done. Lacohée and Anderson
(2001, p. 695) writes:
“a narrow conception of “user” and “usage” and “usability” will
be of little help in understanding how and why people buy, use
and dis-use domestic technologies. It has shown how there may
be multiple “users” of and multiple “uses” for the same technologies, and that what constitutes usage is defined (or even constructed) by and in a social context.”
Tolmie, Pycock, Diggins, MacLean and Karsenty (2002, p. 399) are of
a similar opinion:
“While much of the design vocabulary of the office revolves
around tasks, processes, productivity and functionality, the language of the home is often oriented towards lifestyle, aspirations, emotions, aesthetics and so forth. […] [W]e have been
motivated by a belief that the radical differences between the
home and the office may cause us to re-evaluate many of the
assumptions buried in the prevalent views of Ubiquitous Computing. Alternative domains have a habit of challenging consensus and questioning engrained perspectives.”
For 20 years the HCI-community has worked with a model of use,
users and usability that has been developed for IT at work. As IT-usage
leaves the office the HCI-community also has to do so, which leads to
the purpose of this thesis.
Purpose: To elaborate the traditional concepts of use, users and
usability, by examining the applicability of the concepts outside
the office.

18
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It is likely that the desirable use qualities of IT-systems in a home
context differs from those that are desirable in a work context. Hopefully, analyses of IT-usage in different contexts can further develop the
concepts of use quality and usability.
The core design issues that I would hypothesise to differentiate the
home context from the work context are those regarding interpersonal
relations. On a surface level, relations between people at home would
be more intimate than at work and managing intimate relations would
be an important goal. These issues are not as evident, even though they
are present to some extent in the work context. Other issues could
however also differ between the two contexts of use. In fact, studies of
communication technology in American households (Hindus, Mainwaring, Leduc, Hagström & Bayley, 2001) indicate that households are
displays on which to imprint the identities of the household members.
Households are also sanctuaries where one can rest or play without
scrutiny. They also show that family life is the priority, that women
handle the household communication, and that the phone was not
good enough for getting a good contact with loved ones.
The analyses in this thesis are focused on multi-user applications
that are used in a co-present situation. The reason for focusing on systems used by co-present users is that issues of interpersonal relations
would be more evident for such systems than for other kinds of systems. Frohlich, Dray and Silverman (2001, p. 721–722) are of a similar
opinion:
“We believe this implies the home PC needs to be more explicitly
designed as a multi-user rather than a single-user machine. […]
Since the CRT monitor and keyboard is already designed for situp use by an individual at a desk, the need from our data is for
more relaxed sit back use by individuals or groups.”
They highlight individuals or groups that are using systems for
social or other purposes, in a relaxed sit-back situation of use. It
sounds quite different from a work situation, and will probably lead to
that some other design objectives must be used. There is obviously
room to question the standard definitions of usability and use quality
of software, which leads me to pose the following research question:
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Research question: What use qualities can be used to set objectives
in design of software for co-present use at home, in contrast to
use qualities for such systems at work?

Theoretical framework

2.
THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK
Design for use quality

The human-computer interaction community has for a long time
worked within its own field of practices and knowledge. It has developed in the context of office work, and as the personal computer left
the office, most of the HCI-community didn’t follow. The Internet was
suddenly widespread, personal computers were found in the home,
and interactive television was gaining importance in the mid 90’s. The
market was covered with hand-held computers and mobile telephones
were to be seen everywhere. The office was not the only place for IT; it
had become an everyday technology.
Still, mainstream research in HCI stood there with old models and
old practices not well suited for the new environment. At the same
time the new challenges opened the arena for industrial and graphical
designers. It allowed new tensions of design considerations to surface
and the change was therefore good. Discussions on the practical vs. the
aesthetic are in the HCI-community today as common as they have
been for 80 years in the industrial and architectural design communities.
The problem in HCI is that we not only honour, but also pay tribute
to, the technology of tomorrow. The tribute is the loss of sight of the
21
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old technology and the old models and theories of technology usage.
We are blind of the past and our surroundings are blurred as we speed
towards the ultimate goal of the better hi-tech society of the future.
Of course, the industrial, graphical and architectural designers have
a lot to learn from user-centred HCI-practices but the HCI-community
can also learn from the other design disciplines. Kristina Hooper
argued this as early as 1986 and so did Pelle Ehn in 1988. The multiple
perspectives model of use quality presented in this chapter, is about
such a meeting of design traditions and about transcending the narrow
scope of the simple usability models.

2.1

Usability: a matter of practical utility

In the seventies and the early eighties usability was commonly stated
as “the product will be easy to use” (Tyldesley, 1988). Brook (1986)
pointed out that there were many discussions on how to form usability
goals during the early eighties. He gave an example on how usability
goals could be stated in the development of an office software. The criteria for usability he used were user performance and user attitude,
although he also mentioned ease of learning. At the same conference
Shackel (1986) proposed his LEAF definition of usability for the first
time (LEAF stands for Learnability, Effectiveness, Attitude and Flexibility). To exemplify how to apply the four criteria when setting usability goals he used an electronic mail software package. LEAF is today
one of the most common models of usability and is taught throughout
the world in HCI-classes. Löwgren gave a similar definition of usability in 1993 with his REAL (standing for Relevance, Effectiveness, Attitude and Learnability).
The main thought within this tradition is that designers approach
the situation of use trying to learn what the criteria, e.g. effectiveness,
mean for the particular product, task, user and context of use. From
that understanding the designers create specific usability goals and
measures that can be used to decide whether the goal is reached or not.
This is more or less the standard way usability work is taught in HCIclasses at this date (at least at Swedish universities).
The main industry standard of usability today, is the ISO 9241-11
(1998) which defines usability as:

22
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”the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified users can achieve specified goals in particular environments”
There are close similarities between the ISO standard above and the
values of for example Brook (ibid.) mentioned previously. This is not
very surprising since it is a standard for office work and Brook used an
office software as an illustrative case.
Another, more recent, ISO-standard (ISO/IEC FDIS 9126-1; 2000)
defines usability in terms of understandability, learnability, operability
and attractiveness which leaves us with a similar list of criteria as the
LEAF and REAL models but without the catchy mnemonic.
The ISO 9241-11 definition of usability was later transformed into a
definition of quality in use. Bevan (2001, p. 358) writes that in the ISO
14598-1 (1998) quality in use is conceived as:
”the users’ view of the quality of a system, and it is measured in
terms of the results of using the system, rather than properties of
the system itself.”
In the ISO-standards and by Bevan (1999, 2001) quality in use is
measured in terms of effectiveness, productivity and satisfaction, but
in earlier work by Bevan (1995) there are two interesting definitions1:
”Quality of use: the extent to which a product satisfies stated and
implied needs when used under stated conditions.”
”Quality of use measures: The effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified users can achieve specified goals in
specified environments.”
These citations appear together in Bevan’s paper but there is a clear
conceptual gap between the two. Stated and implied needs are immediately operationalised in terms of effectiveness, productivity and sat-

1. Bevan has in later texts used the term ‘quality in use’ rather than ‘quality
of use.’
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isfaction. The question is whether these are the needs for all systems,
all users, all purposes, and all actions in all contexts.
The use qualities effectiveness, productivity, and satisfaction are the
consequence of a paradigm of usability engineering and they
remained unquestioned axioms for a long time. At first they were
developed for office software but are now used for most software.
There is an awareness about the context dependence of quality in use
but still, the specific use qualities that are used to set usability goals are
the same for all systems. There are consequently hidden assumptions
in the definitions about the systems, users, purposes, and contexts. To
be able to leave the office and set usability goals for IT in the home,
these assumptions must be questioned by taking a step back.

2.2

From practical to subjective and social

It is not strange that the de facto standard models of use quality are
written the way they are, since the models are derived from usability
engineering, and are made for office software. Such a software is foremost supposed to be practical. The social and aesthetic aspects of the
usage are not as important for this kind of product (Hård af Segerstad,
1957).
Most of the almost countless attempts from the research community
to set up generic usability goals for software are made from the standpoint of office software. The problem arises when these models are
employed uncritically. Usability consultancy firms often use them for
any system they design or evaluate, and can then claim, with the
authority of the International Organization for Standardization, that
they design for usability or quality in use.
Bevan has, as earlier mentioned, stated that quality in use is the
quality from the users’ viewpoint and accordingly subjective qualities
are in focus. That does not suggest that there are no objective practical
qualities, nor that they are unimportant. The subjective view on usability and use quality appeared at first in the late eighties and eventually
developed into contextual design as contrived by Beyer and Holtzblatt
(1997). The main goal of contextual design is to design systems that
match the customers’ needs, desires and approaches to work. The customer is defined as anyone who depends on the system. At the same
time there was work going on in participatory design (Ehn, 1988;
24

Greenbaum & Kyng, 1991; Schuler & Nemioka, 1993) with emphasis
on shared understanding, interpretation and cooperation between
users and designers. A good historical overview of this development is
provided by Ehn and Löwgren (1997).
Winograd (2001) points out that something interesting happened in
the early nineties. It was no longer a matter of designing software that
was merely useful and economically justifiable, but also delivered rich
experiences in use. Within research the meaning of the term ‘usability’
began to diversify. A deeper understanding of what made an object
usable was developed and soon it became important to design not
only for effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. Interaction designers
should also aim for co-operation, work practices, invisible work, business processes, common ground, knowledge management, professional development, fun, affection, accessibility, customization,
localization et cetera. Not all of these use qualities are, however,
important design objectives for every system, and to meet them all in
one design solution seem most unlikely. In order to handle this diversifying trend for advanced contextual usability a novel framework is
needed. The rest of this chapter is devoted to a suggestion of such a
framework.

2.3

Towards a model of use quality

In order to say anything about use quality a designer or researcher
have to examine the systems-in-use, and make sure that usage or a tobe-designed usage is understood. There are ,however, many ways to
study a system-in-use? One way to approach technology usage is the
sociocultural view on mediated action, as described by Wertsch (1998).
He argues that the important unit of analysis is the mediated action,
that is the irreducable tension between an agent doing something and
the cultural tool (or mediational means as he also calls it) that is used.
One cornerstone of his view on mediated action is Burke’s (1969)
notion of the pentad of human actions and motives (see Figure 2.1). He
argues in the voice of Burke, that they should be studied by naming
the action that is being made, and ask what the scene, or context,of the
action is (the situation in which it occurs and its history). Continue by
stating what person or kind of person that is performing the action;
who is the agent.
25
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context

purpose

means
action
agent

Figure 2.1: A socio-cultural view on the use of artifacts.
After that, ask by what means the action is performed, what its
agency is. Finally, put the question of why the action is performed,
what its purpose is.
It is the standard questions you learn in school for writing a good
story: What?, Who?, Where?, How? and Why? This sounds all together
very simple, but it is a deceptive simplicity. Just because we as
researchers or designers of technology state that there is an agent or a
scene and name them doesn’t make them real. We must question how
we set the scene, identify the action and point out an agent. The purpose of an act is often complex or even contradictory and the interpretation of it is not straightforward. The pentad is a tool for
interpretation and does not reflect reality as such. It is, for instance, not
easy to set the scene (which I also will call context) of an action. It is all
the surrounding physical location, culture, history and institutions
that affect the action. The setting of a scene takes careful thinking and
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experience as well as willingness to change ones mind as new interpretations and other ways of understanding arises.
Mediated action is by Wertsch conceptualised as a system, characterised by a dynamic tension between various elements. In order to
understand what is going on in an action one has to study its parts, but
still relate the parts to the whole. By viewing technology usage in this
way there are similarities to other system views on cognition like modern cognitive anthropology (Hutchins, 1995; and D’Andrade, 1995),
activity theory (Cole & Engeström, 1993; and Kuutti, 1996) and cognitive systems engineering (Hollnagel & Woods, 1983; and Woods &
Roth, 1988). Within that joint cognitive system, there is an irreducable
tension between the agent and the mediational means. This tension is
characterised by mastery as well as appropriation. That means that the
agent may have the know-how of using a mediational means, but have
not appropriated it; made it into ones own. The agent may be very
good at using a particular word processor, but does not feel at home
with it.
Artifacts are not the product of pure rationality, nor are they the
product of whim. They have come into existence as part of culture, history and institution and are thus also associated with power and
authority. All of this leads to the conclusion that replacing one cultural
tool for another will unavoidably create a new mediated action, qualitatively different from the previous one. In Wertsch’s (1998, p. 43) own
words:
”the general point is that the introduction of a new mediational
means creates a kind of imbalance in the systemic organization
of mediated action, an imbalance that sets off changes in other
elements such as the agent and changes in mediated action in
general. Indeed, in some cases an entirely new form of mediated
action appears.”
The purposes or meanings of an action are ambiguous in character.
They are often multiple and simultaneous, and not seldom conflicting.
In addition, the interpretation of purposes will look differently in the
eyes of different actors.
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I will in accordance with most of the HCI-literature interchangingly
talk about agents in terms of users, and mediational means in terms of
artifacts or more precisely as systems. I will talk about purposes in
terms of goals and meaning and I will use the term context as synonymous with scene.
A multiple perspectives view on use quality
The question at hand is what happens when the computer is moved
out of the practical work domain into a domain where the social and
aesthetic functions are more important. Hård af Segerstad (1957)
presents what he calls the pyramid of things; he suggests that we can
imagine all things in the world in a pyramid. The base of the pyramid
consists of the most typically practical things like nuts and bolts,
matches, and machines. In this base we can find all tools for work
including office appliances. The practical function and utility dominates these objects, but they also have an other trait in common. They
can be reproduced almost infinitely without losing their value; they
are impersonal and anonymous.
The top of the pyramid would be constituted by the free painting or
sculpture with purely aesthetic functions. These pieces are original,
unique and personal objects that cannot be replaced. A practical thing
from the bottom of the pyramid can always be aesthetisised by taking
it out of its use. This is what happens to things in design magazines
and at many museums. There is however no clear dichotomy between
the top and the base, and objects can in fact be on several places in the
pyramid at the same time. A thing for practical use can be beautiful to
behold and use, and it may be an object of desire or a symbol of status.
There is no contradiction in that.
I would argue that instead of stipulating lists of universal attributes
like REAL, LEAF or the ISO-standard, it is more rewarding to take a
step back and view the whole use in its totality from different value
perspectives, like in the pyramid above. To get a holistic understanding of the total situation of use, the designers have to actively alter
between perspectives, looking at the situation from different angles.
This may be important when designing for work too, but when entering a novel design situation (e.g. IT in the home) it gets even more
important. If the designers do not question the pre-conceptions of
what good use quality is, they risk over-generalising their repertoires
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of design examples. The purpose of altering perspectives is avoiding
that.
Several multiple perspectives models of use quality of IT have been
suggested during the last decade (Löwgren & Stolterman, 1998; Ehn,
Meggerle, Steen & Svedemar, 1997; Ehn & Löwgren, 1997; and Dahlbom & Mathiassen, 1995). They are similar in thought, perhaps
because they all draw heavily on the writings of the antique architect
Vitruvius. He held the opinion that good architecture is characterised
by strength, utility and grace (Lambert, 1993). A building has to be
strong in construction, of practical use, and graceful to the eye.
When describing the use of IT-systems, instead of the IT-systems
themselves, Ehn and Löwgren (1997), and Ehn, Meggerle, Steen and
Svedemar (1997) present a model for assessment of use quality (”quality-in-use” in their words) consisting of three quality perspectives.
They see use quality as a combination of constructional, functional or
ethical, and formal or aesthetic qualities. Ehn and Löwgren (1997, p.
309) write:
“The structure of a system is its material or medial aspects. [...]
The functional aspects of a system concerns its actual, contextual purpose and use. [...] the form of a system expresses the
experience of using the system.”
Further examples of how the Ehn and Löwgren’s perspectives can
be applied has been presented by Howard (1999, 2002a, 2002b). Elaborating further, Löwgren and Stolterman (1998) use four quality perspectives. The structure denotes the construction of an IT-system.
Functional denotes the working of the system for the actual users in the
context of use. Ethics denotes the wider effects of the use and misuse of
the system, and finally the aesthetics, which denotes the aesthetic experience of the system.
Dahlbom and Mathiassen (1995) describe three different aspects of
use quality: functionality, aesthetics, and symbolism. The functionality
concerns the practical use, the aesthetics are about the subjective experience, and the symbolism is a matter of what the system means and
signals to others and ourselves. Löwgren and Stolterman (1998) and
Ehn and Löwgren (1997) include the construction of the IT-system as a
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quality perspective that has to be taken into account in the design.
Dahlbom and Mathiassen does not, instead they prefer to regard it as a
part of the functional aspects of the system.
Dahlbom and Mathiassen view use quality in a way very similar to
Paulsson and Paulsson (1957). Father and son Paulsson state that it is,
in principal, possible to measure the practical use quality (functionality) of a system even though it sometimes is difficult to quantify, for
example, the goodness of a chair as a tool for sitting. The social use
quality (symbolism) of a system is not measurable; it's meaningless to
say that a certain system is twice as appropriate as another. Social use
quality is only valid within a group with similar values. Within a family or other social groups you can, however, say: “We in this group find
this car more presentable than that one,” or: “We in this group do not
care about things like that.” The main difference between the practical
use quality and the social is by Paulsson and Paulsson considered to be
that the former is generally applicable and measurable, while the latter
is immeasurable and only valid within a society with common values
and a common lifestyle. Aesthetic use quality is difficult to assess since
it may be very individual. It is, however, common for a social group to
have similar ideas of what is beautiful, due to similar background and
experiences. Some universals are also considered to exist: An aesthetic
object can only be beautiful if it has a pure gestalt1. Deciding what a
pure gestalt is, is according to Paulsson and Paulsson a skill that can be
developed with experience and an open mind.
All of these views on use quality have one thing in common; they
are flexible multi-perspective views, which the ISO standards are not.
When entering a novel design situation it is necessary to adopt a pluralistic view on use quality, incorporating the beautiful, the appropriate, the practical and the doable. It is preferred to view use quality as
multiple quality perspectives both in the interpretation and in the creation of the system.

1. For a discussion on and a short introduction to gestalt psychology, see for
example Vickers (1979), and Haber and Hershenson (1973).
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CONGREGATION OF THE DIFFERENT MODELS
When looking at the different models of use quality presented above it
is clear that they overlap and complement each other. I will try to offer
a synthesis of the models.
A system can take several different roles or functions in their usage.
Three kinds of use are, however, fundamental (echoing Paulsson and
Paulsson): the practical use, the social use and the aesthetic use.
The practical use is the usage for utilitarian purposes. There are specifiable goals to be met and it is possible to asses or even measure how
well these goals are met. This is what traditional usability engineering
and much of informatics is about. To give an example of a word processor: The practical goal might be two write a book, and practical use
quality is about how effective and efficient, or easy a user can meet that
goal.
Paulsson and Paulsson view it as generally applicable which I do
not. The practical value of using a system is always relative to its sociocultural context, and is also dependent on the goals, needs, skills and
knowledge of the agent using the system.
The social use is in which way a system is used in relation to other
people. This is a kind of usage with two different faces. The first face
shows itself when a system is used in social interaction, when there are
several individuals present in the immediate context. The social interaction may in turn be divided into two functions (Wertsch, 1998). On
the one hand is the dialogue function where meaning is created in dialogue between the agents of the interaction. In this dialogue there is a
spin where thoughts are generated and built upon each other. Systems
and other mediational means shape the discourse of such a dialogue.
The other function is intersubjectivity. That means that the participants
creates a shared understanding of each others meaning, and that the
action or utterance of an individual is understood or interpreted “correctly” by another. A system may facilitate this intersubjectivity by
functioning as a shared representation or an effective channel or arena
for communication.
The other face of the social use is its socio-cultural situatedness (as
described by Wertsch). Every system is situated in time and has a history. It looks the way it does because of a number of factors that has
evolved over the course of time. It also has conventional or cultural
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meanings ascribed to it as a symbol and is used according to traditions
and institutions. This also means that it is associated with authority,
power and other terms like appropriateness (it may not be appropriate
to place a kitchen chair in the dining room).
The aesthetic use appears as Paulsson and Paulsson so eloquently put
it “in a moment of contemplation” (p. 75). They see aesthetic use as
when the hand strokes over the arm of the chair, when the eye considers the form of a curve on the computer screen or when the ear attends
on every shift of tone in a musical piece. The aesthetic use stands in an
interesting relationship to the social, since beauty can be said to be in
the eye of the beholder and the beholder is always, as previously
stated, socially and culturally situated. The beauty of an experience is
however not only social and subjective, it also carries objective traits
like the ones of a pure gestalt; of harmonies of contrasts and grades.
Aesthetics is a kind of properties neither in the subject nor in the object
but rather in the relation between the two and has thus both an objective and a subjective character. The aesthetic use is not about beauty. A
broken gestalt with disharmony may be ugly and give uneasy feelings,
but it is still in an aesthetic use.
I disagree with Paulsson and Paulsson when they state that the aesthetic role is characterised by a moment of contemplation. It is also the
unconscious feeling that the use of the system creates, its pace of interaction and the mood of usage experience in its most holistic sense.
Moggridge (1999) is of the same opinion; he makes a comparison
between a champagne glass and a mobile phone: Both are held in the
hand and are lifted to the face, they are intimate and are designed to
help the user do something. The champagne glass is designed for the
whole experience of using it: How the fingers feel the glass; how the
aroma of the wine is contained in and channelled through the glass;
how the rim of the glass feels as it touches the lips; and what kind of a
sound it makes as it meets another glass. Moggridge means that we
can see the mobile phone in a similar way: How it feels to navigate the
software of the phone; what messages the system gives to the user;
how the other’s voice is experienced; and how invisible the infrastructure behind the phone is. It is through the experience of using a system
that the aesthetic entirety is realised.
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aesthetic use

practical use

social use

designer
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Figure 2.2: The use quality model with the three kinds of use in
which the system can have quality, and with the possibilities and
constraints of ethics and construction that the designers must handle.
Ethics and moral considerations such as democracy at work have for
along time been at the core of participatory design (Ehn & Löwgren,
1997). The question of who wins and who loses on implementing a certain design is central in that tradition. It is the designer’s job to think
about what kind of a society that is being created through the design,
what values that it carries and if the designer would want to be responsible for the effects of putting the product to use. The design of a system might have an impact in a certain culture that it would not have in
another due to the prevalent value systems in that particular society.
This should be taken into account especially when designing for a foreign market.
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The responsibility of the designer is a matter that is open for debate
and one could argue whether the engineers in the Manhattan project
are to be held responsible for the tragedies of Nagasaki and Hiroshima; if the designers of the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant
are responsible for the disaster there, or if designers of Usenet are
responsible for the spreading of unwanted material. I believe that they
are partly responsible, but not solely responsible. Designers should
always think about how the product might be used, misused or abused
in a wider context and consider social and human values like freedom
of speech, autonomy, privacy, rights to property and accountability.
See Friedman (1996 and 1997) and Stolterman and Nelson (2000) for a
further elaboration on these matters.
Construction and material considerations are concerned with the material in which we design. In our case, it is the material of information
technology. Löwgren and Stolterman (1998) propose that it can be seen
as a material without properties. I would agree on that it is a material
that is very agile but there are always questions of what can and cannot be done on a certain platform within the constraints of memory
size, processor speed and bandwidth. It is a question of how to put the
material to best use, while maintaining performance and robustness at
a reasonable cost.
There is an interesting thing that makes IT different from other
design media. When designing a tool like a photo editor, interaction
designers get to design the medium too. They do not only design the
tools that can be used on the photo we also design the behaviour of the
pixel based image with multiple layers. It is hard to draw a clear-cut
line between the tool and the medium; where does the one end and the
other beegin? This is a phenomenon that usually arises when the system to be designed is highly complex and dynamic (McCyllough,
1998). This is seldom the case in for example industrial design, and further research on IT as design medium would indeed be interesting
reading.
There is, however, one potential problem with the multiple perspectives concerning the material of interaction design. Their origin is in
architecture and they do not carry the dynamic properties inherent in
the material of IT. Löwgren and Stolterman (1998) recognise this when
they talk about forming the “dynamic gestalt” of the IT product. The
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dynamic gestalt brings interaction design closer to making film or
writing a book, rather than designing a chair or a building. Both the
use of the object and the object as such are more dynamic than chairs or
buildings are. The perspectives tend to focus the designers’ attention
on static aspects of the use, but using a piece of technology is never
static. Like all action it is an ongoing, dynamic process of seeing and
doing (e.g. Neisser, 1976; Ihde, 1979; and McCullough, 1998). It cannot
be dealt with or understood in terms of snapshots. This is even more
true for IT than it is for more static artifacts. Holmlid (1997) has criticised Ehn and Löwgren (1997) on this account, pointing out that their
perspectives do not take into the account the differences between
buildings and IT:
”On a continuum from static to dynamic objects, architecture is
by virtue closer to the static end than is system development. On
another scale the use of architectural objects in most parts is passive, but in some parts interactive as well as pro-active, while
the use of software, by definition, is interactive and pro-active,
and only seldom passive.” Holmlid (1997, p.14.)
His criticism is as valid for the multiple perspectives described in
this chapter as it is for the framework of Ehn and Löwgren. When
designing in software, rather than in brick and stone, one must work
with the flow of interactions, which means that time and tempo
become critical design factors (Redström, 2001).

2.4

Interaction design for use quality

Given that some use qualities to design for has been identified (ease,
togetherness, and seduction in the case of iTV infotainment as illustrated in Chapter 5): how do practising designers go about in the process of designing for them?
It is the job of the interaction designers to stand in the middle of the
practical, the social and the aesthetic. They have to give form to an
object while creating a practical, social and aesthetic usage with
acceptable or even exceptional quality in all three kinds of use. At the
same time there are constant considerations of construction and ethics:
On the one hand, what are the possibilities and constraints of the mate35
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rial and the production, and on the other hand, what are the constraints and possibilities of personal, professional and societal ethics.
The kinds of use are not to be seen as complementary, but as perspectives of a whole—the entire use of a system (Holmlid, 1997); a
design decision concerning practical use should be considered not
only from a practical perspective, but also from, for instance, an aesthetic perspective. It is, as argued above, important to consciously alter
between different perspectives when approaching a system-in-use to
capture the whole use and not only fragments of it. Consider the following example:
A car designer may observe that car accidents with deadly outcome are common and decide to do something about it. That
decision is an ethical consideration, based on the personal ethical values and on the prevalent value systems in society. The car
designer believes that it is vital to listen to these values. One of
the reasons for the accidents is the speed of the car. The high
speed was initially a social and aesthetic design decision, which
now is evaluated from an ethical standpoint. The design solution is an electronically limited speed, at 250 km/h. This is easily
evaluated from a practical perspective by measurement. There
is no need for further constructional considerations, since it is
obviously doable. But 250 km/h is still very fast, and may have
to be addressed again as an ethical consideration.
In the example, the practical use, the social use and the aesthetic use
of the car are being designed and use qualities are being assessed, at
the same time as ethics and construction are considered. The use qualities are speed and safety. The meaning of the use qualities are initially
loosely defined and the process of specifying them into assessable
design objectives is gradual by necessity, due to the explorative nature
of the design process.
The model of use quality presented in the theoretical chapter can be
used as part of the ongoing design process. On a high level of abstraction, the design process goes from abstract levels to more concrete levels. The most abstract level is the vision, a more concrete level is the
operative image, and finally there is the design specification (Stolter-
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man, 1991; Stolterman & Bratteteig, 1997; and Löwgren & Stolterman,
1998). All three levels are present in the entire design process to varying degree, but all three levels are mutually dependent since they
inform and delimit each other throughout the design process. The
vision is a vague conceptual idea of a possible design that guides the
designers in their work; it frames the design problem. The operative
image of a design is a communicable externalisation of the vision that
is subject to refinements, restructuring, and redefinitions. The design
specification is finally the result of the design process where structure,
function and form are described in detail as well as plans for implementation in the use context.
The use quality work is part of the entire design process, where
abstract use quality values that may not even be explicit become part of
the initial vision. Use qualities can be identified and shaped into use
quality objectives1 that are redefined and negotiated during the formation of the operative image. Concrete use quality criteria can finally be
defined as part of the design specification.
In order to identify use quality objectives the designers approach a
novel design situation by completing the following sentence: “The use
of the system should be characterised by…” The result will be a list
similar to REAL or LEAF but will be more relevant to the particular
system. For a banking system face management and ante-use might be
relevant use quality objectives, for an iTV-appliance ease may be a
design objective, and for the car example above speed and safety are
the most important. At this stage the vision is transforming into an
operative image.
It is critical to make sure that all the different uses that the system
can be in have been covered. Has, for example, the social use of the system been investigated? The model for use quality, as seen in Figure 2.2,
structures this process by reminding the user to think about practical,
social and aesthetic use as well as ethical and constructional constraints and possibilities. The result will be a revised list of use qualities, but also a deeper understanding of what the product will be. One
must also make sure that the different agents’ view on the use qualities
1. The use quality objectives have been called other things like abstract usability objectives (Howard 2002a, 2002b), design objectives, client requirements, user needs or product purpose (Cross, 2000).
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are really understood. The constituents of a usage, as described in
Figure 2.1, are helpful in that process. Every description of a situation
of use must include agent, action, means, purpose and context, in
order to be complete. Such descriptions are best present and thought
about in terms of scenarios of use (e.g. Carroll, 2000). The process of
redefining, restructuring and refining the use qualities is part of the
work on the operative image.
Several design methods for this process has been suggested
throughout the years. One of them is the objectives tree method
described by Cross (2000). The procedure he suggests for clarifying
design objectives to work towards is to prepare a list of initial objectives with the design brief as a starting point. He proposes that designers must see what implicit objectives underlie the stated ones; what the
problem really is. When the list is prepared it can be ordered into
higher-level and lower-level objectives and depicted as a tree showing
hierarchical relationships and interconnections between objectives.
When the use qualities are specified, richly described and their meaning is understood, more specific criteria can be set for the different
objectives, which is done as part of the design specification.
When working with explicit use quality objectives the designers can
do +/- lists in the midst of the sketches and hence document the
rationale for a design decision (choosing one design alternative over
another) without any further documentation overhead. This is otherwise a problem with more formal approaches to design space analysis
such as QOC (Shum, 1991), which stands for Questions, Options, and
Criteria. The Question is a design problem that arises, the Options are
the available solutions and the Criteria are the basis for the assessment
of the goodness of the different options. QOC overlaps with the work
by Carroll and Rosson on claims analysis (e.g. Carroll, 2000; and Carroll & Rosson, 1992). The main difference between claims analysis and
QOC is that the claims analysis always is situated in a situation of use,
and it provides a process of elaborating the scenarios through a
number of “what if questions” which QOC does not. Another difference is that claims analysis does not employ a semi-formal notation,
which QOC does.
When the use qualities are specified, richly described and their
meaning is understood, specific and well-defined use quality criteria
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to design for may be defined. This is made in the design specification.
The assessment process of designing is as much part of the entire
design process as the creation of the product itself is. As the process of
design proceeds, the understanding of what good design is for the particular product also develops. Borrowing two terms from MacLean,
Young and Moran (1989): The decision space and evaluation space of
design co-evolves.

2.5

In summary

I have in this chapter argued that the traditional HCI perspective on
usability and quality in use is biased by a focus on office software. The
definitions are taken for granted and applied uncritically. This is dangerous and may lead to poor use quality when leaving the genre of
office appliances. The taken for granted model should be questioned
by taking a step back, and in every novel design space, posing the
question of what use qualities that really are important and meaningful to design for.
It is important for designers to employ a broad and flexible model of
use quality, when designing and assessing IT in a novel context. The
multiple perspectives view is both broad and flexible, and can contribute to the designers’ understanding of different usage situations,
including the home.

Chapter 3

3.
RESEARCH APPROACH
Ethnographically
inspired design research

The question for this thesis is: “What use qualities can be used to
set objectives in design of software for co-present use at home, in contrast to use qualities for such systems at work?” As seen in the previous chapter, use quality always has to be assessed and understood in
relation to the context of use and in relation to the community and
individuals that are using the system. Co-present use of IT is by definition social to its nature and therefore methods borrowed from the
social sciences fit nicely with the research question. I am interested in
trying to understand what goes on in such a use and what may make it
valuable. It then follows that an interpretative approach to studying
use quality is the natural choice for me.
The research behind this thesis is design oriented, even though it has
borrowed from ethnography. In this chapter, design research as well as
hermeneutics and ethnography, is presented before introducing the
overall procedure of the studies. More specific details of procedure is
given in the two case studies in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
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3.1

Design research

Every designer enters a design situation with over-arching theories
(Schön, 1983) or in other words a professional vision (Goodwin, 1994)
about design.The theories are socially organised ways of seeing and
understanding the practice of designing. The professional knowing
may be silent or tacit (Polanyi, 1967), but it still guides the moves of the
designer. Design research can challenge such theories and open up
room for reflection and by that learning.
One way of doing so is to develop and test general laws of humanmacine performace, which is appropriate at some times. Another way
of doing it is to use speculative design proposals. Speculations marked
by questioning curiosity can open a conversation with the stakeholders of a particular product; they can function as probes into values and
beliefs of a culture and can be seen as placeholders when exploring a
design space. (Gaver & Martin, 2000; Gaver & Dunne, 1999; and Gaver,
Dunne & Pacenti, 1999)
“their overriding function was to serve as landmarks for opening
a space of design possibilities for future information appliances.
As such, the concepts are placeholders, occupying points in the
design space without necessarily being the best devices to populate it.” [Gaver & Martin, 2000, p. 216]
Around these placeholders or landmarks in the design space the
constraints and possibilities for design can be explored. It is perhaps
even better if the design speculations are examples of bad design
rather than good design, since bad design tends to annoy people and
provoke them. When this happens the fabric of our culture becomes
visible and we as researchers can see what we otherwise would be
blind for. The norms, rules, beliefs and values of the culture can then
show themselves for us. Good design tends rather to blend in and
become one with the fabric of culture; only slightly bending it.
Mogensen (1992) uses the term provotyping to describe a strategy for
using provocation in prototyping-based systems development. He
sees it as a way of managing how to remain in the tradition of the use
practice while still opening space for transcending the tradition in
order to overcome ones problems. By provoking users and their prac-
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tices one invokes the taken-for-grantedness of that practice and can
ask questions of why something is.
Garfinkel (1967) and his followers in ethnomethodology advocates a
method that has been called incongruency experiments for similar provocations. The idea is that the experimenter behaves in a deviant manner against some norm or expectation in a social setting in order to
bring forward the hidden structure of social order. One way of doing
so is to insist that friends or family explain the most common and simple utterances, and by that disturb the unquestioned common sense
understanding of the actors.
Speculative design research can be made in a similar way to inconcruency experiments, by utilising ”provotypes.” I would argue that
first-rate design research and substantial understanding can advance
by means of profound speculation. Such speculation without firm
grounding in evidence may open room for reflection about how something could be rather than how something is, since it allows something
to be seen with fresh eyes by questioning taken-for-granted categories.
Much of the work reported in this thesis is based on scenarioprimed and provotyped situated interviews. Users of a technology are
confronted with a future scenario by reading a text or by trying out a
provotype, and this experience sets the ground for interviews and
observations. Gaver and Martin (2000) stress that such provotypes or
scenarios need to be open enough for enticing imagination and allowing extensions, developments and modifications. When a design proposal is suggestive about aesthetics and cultural feel, but uncommitted
to details of form, function and technical implementation it can extend
the concepts beyond the written so that general insights are gained to
users’ attitudes as well as reactions to specific design considerations.

3.2

Interpretative research

The studies reported in the present thesis were conducted as interpretative design cases. Klein and Myers (1999) state that research is interpretative when the understanding of human sense making is gained
through the study of social constructions (for example: language,
shared meanings, consciousness, artifacts etc.) as a situation emerges.
Much of my view on interpretative research is built on my reading of
Klein and Myers.
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The design and use of information systems can be seen as a text that
we must try to understand (Boland, 1985). It is through a hermeneutic
process that we can approach this task and develop an interpretive
description of information systems.
At the heart of every interpretative research practice lies the hermeneutical circle, which is the process of always relating the parts to the
whole and back again. When a phenomenon is under study every
breakdown of it into parts must be put back together again in order to
grasp the meaning of it at a higher level of analysis. Anglo-american
tradition in science and engineering has always worked on the basis of
breakdown, which works fine in natural sciences. Eastern philosophy
has always argued that nothing can be broken down to its pieces.
Hermeneutics argues that it can be done, but that it must be put back
together again in order to understand the interactions between parts in
a whole.
In relation to discussions about part and whole one must mention
that in interpretative research it is difficult to state where ones object of
study begins and ends. There are usually no sharp boundaries or given
units of analysis. All constituents of a situation tends to affect every
other constituent and therefore one can say that context is king. Since
we can only say something about the particular instance and not make
generalisations to a general case one must be careful to contextualise
the interpretations and the phenomenon under study. The context
gives the cues to whether a research result may be transferred to
another particular case or not.
Since every observation or interview happens in a cooperative process between researcher and informants, the relation between the two is
vital to understand if one is to judge how reasonable an interpretation
of an action or an event is. In every situation there are always several
possible interpretations, and sometimes there are several reasonable
interpretations as well. These must be accounted for and even sought
out actively. In interpretative research one must try to see beyond from
what is said and done to what is intended and motivated. It also happens that individual informants have their own agenda and every
interpretation that the researcher makes must be respectfully treated
with some degree of suspicion.
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Furthermore, for qualitative research to be useful to the research
community some abstraction of the results must be made. The abstraction is achieved by relating the observations to theoretical concepts
and by that contributing to the development of theory or perhaps to
understanding what the applicability of a certain concept or theory. In
a dialogue with what is known from before and what the researchers
observations are, something can be said about the phenomenon at
hand and the phenomenon at hand defines and says something about
what is previously known. One kind of interpretative research is ethnography. The term has been treated in many different ways so I will
here state what I mean by it.

3.3

Ethnography

The subtitle of this chapter states that the method is “ethnographically
inspired design research”. So what is ethnography? Forsythe (1999)
defines it is a research process that uses participant observation, interviewing and document analysis in order to detect consistent patterns
of thought and practice and examine conflicts between thought and
practice. Ethnography is also grounded in theoretical frameworks for
distinguishing between different kinds of knowledge and beliefs in
social action. The philosophy behind ethnography is to help researchers take as little as possible for granted about the events and processes
that are under study, and promote a “conceptual distance necessary
for systematic comparison of multiple perspectives on events and
processes” (Forsythe, 1999; p. 129). Forsythe continues:
“In general, ethnographic fieldworkers do not use preformulated
research instruments. Instead, the fieldworker herself is the
research instrument, one which is “calibrated” first through
training and theory and methodology and then through experience.”
The studies reported here are ethnographic to its nature, but the
time spent on participant observation was small, instead it relies on
interviews and short-period observations as main source of empirical
material. A deeper understanding would be developed if the situation
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of use could be studied in its own context and within a stream of
events and developing interactions (Becker & Geer, 1957).
The problem with interviews is that the ethnographer can not reaffirm an understanding. In a participant observation the informants
can point and explain, and expressions are set in natural discourse
which allows for better interpretation. Within a long term participant
observation there are more cues and more space for negotiation and
confirmation of interpretations. There is always the opportunity of
coming back and the researcher can point things out that the informants were not aware of as they can be blinded by their taken-forgranted categories.
Situated interviews has been used in the studies reported here, this
means that the interviews has been conducted in situ, as events unfold
or at least in the same physical context as events inquired into occur.
This means that the interview is cued by objects, persons and events
that takes place during the interview, and that the informants can
point at things and explain what they mean by that.
For some of the studies, interviews and prototypes sessions has been
conducted in a simulated home environment. At these occasions the
degree of situatedness and participation is of course even lower than
in the situated interviews, but the simulated environment reminds the
informants and researchers about things they are familiar with. This
makes it easier to pretend or create a realistic image of how it would be
to use a particular technology in for example their own homes. The
temporal contextualisation of the phenomenon under study is however completely lost in this kind of interviews, in comparison to participant observation, and they can hardly be called ethnographic.
The problem of participant observation is of course availability. It is
difficult to get people to allow researchers into their homes for
extended participant observation for a long period of time. For reasons
of practicality and economy we will have to do with observation snapshots up to four hours, situated interviews and simulated use situations. In order to view these as ethnographic we must, however,
consider some defintitional characteristics of the ethnographic interview. A definition is given by Sherman Heyl (2001, p. 369):
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“the definition […] will include those projects in which researchers have established respectful, on-going relationships with
their interviewees, including enough rapport for there to be a
genuine exchange of views and enough time and openness in
the interviews for the interviewees to explore purposefully with
the researcher the meanings they place on events in their
worlds.”
It is evident from the statement above that duration and frequency
of contact as well as the quality of the relationship between the
researcher and the informant is what defines an interview as ethnographic. There must be room for the informants to shape the questions
and the focus of the interview according to their own world-views.
The interpretations must hence be made in relation to the meaning of
the actions and events under study in the actual life-worlds of the participants. These key characteristics are what sets ethnographic studies
apart from survey studies.

3.4

Interpretative case studies

The purpose of a case study is to gain knowledge on events in a natural
context. The researcher has therefore no interest in manipulating or
controlling conditions, as often seen in experimental research. Since
the case is one (or only a few), it is important to study the context of the
object of study in order to identify the many factors that can affect the
selected object. Contextual factors are, consequently, seen as resources
in the illustration of the object under study, rather than threats specific
to the case. In collective case studies (Stake, 1994), where several cases
are compared, a conflict may arise between looking for differences or
similarities. It is easier to look for similarities that illustrate a more general condition. Differences are more likely to be case specific; a difference between two cases show that there are differences but does not
say anything about the generalities of the differences. The cases in collective case studies should be chosen on the basis of a belief that understanding them will lead to better understanding, or theorising, about a
still larger collection of cases. Stake (1994) named two other kinds of
case studies besides from the collective—instrumental and intrinsic.
The instrumental case study is on the one hand, just like the collective
case study, using a particular case to provide insight into an issue or
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refinement of theory. The particular case in itself is of secondary interest. The intrinsic case study, on the other hand, is undertaken because
the researcher wants to understand the particular case. The case itself
is of interest.
The collective case study that is the empirical basis for this thesis is
only to some degree intrinsic in the specific cases. The knowledge
interest is mainly the applicability of use quality models and usability
models within the domain of face-to-face situations of use. The focus
of the studies are therefore on concept building where use qualities
have been defined.
A common criticism against interpretative case studies is that generalisation to other populations, situations and persons that has not been
studied is very difficult. A reply is given by Firestone (1993): The purpose is not to offer exceptionally good ground for generalisation. Qualitative case studies are best suited for understanding what goes on in a
situation and the opinions and understanding that people in that situation have. He is then arguing that the case study is best suited for
intrinsic knowledge about the particular case.
However, in order to enhance case-to-case transferability, thick
descriptions (Geertz, 1973) are given so that the readers can make their
own interpretations of selected parts of the material and judge how
well suited the conclusions are for their current case. The reader might
find some points for comparison within the cases and the contextual
factors will decide if a transfer is possible.
Another kind of knowledge can be learned from case studies.
Through the process of abstraction (Klein & Myers, 1999) the particular and unique case is related to theoretical concepts. This process can
both show the boundaries of the applicability of a certain concept, and
it can also develop the abstract ideas and concepts further by elaborating on subtleties of a phenomenon. The relation to theory in interpretative research is what clearly distinguishes it from anecdotes.

3.5

Overall procedure

In order to answer the research question a co-present situation of use
was sought out in a work context. The choice fell on studying software
used during meetings between financial advisors and bank customers.
That case is a co-present situation of use where advisors and bank cus47
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tomers work jointly, and many different computer tools are vital in
that work. In particular a bank teller system was studied. Six advisors
from six different branches of a Swedish bank were selected. They
were followed and interviewed during half a day at two occasions,
and field notes were taken and transcribed. During customer meetings
the researcher had a passively observing role and just took notes, but
after and between meetings there was time for probing questions into
what happened during the meeting. These interview opportunities
were held in a semi-structured fashion where the researcher had some
topics that should be covered. The events that took place during customer meetings did, however, also prompt for elaboration and question. The field notes were brought to the main office where four inhouse competence developers and four in-house system developers
participated in four interpretative workshops, with the object of
answering the question of what the use of the bank teller system
should be characterised by. All workshops were recorded on video for
later analysis and field notes were taken. Further analysis took place
where both the fieldnotes from the situated interviews and from the
workshop were analysed for key use qualities of a bank teller system.
This study is presented in Chapter 4.
The identified use qualities of the bank teller system had to be compared to use qualities of systems used in a home setting, and three
interactive television appliances were studied in design cases. The
appliances were designed and tested in order to understand the constraints and possibilities of the design space, and desirable use qualities were identified. The appliances were tested in simulated home
environments where use was observed and semi-structured interviews followed after that. In total, 29 informants tested the interactive
television appliances and were interviewed. These studies are presented in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6: Discussion, the two contexts of use are compared in
order to answer the research question: “What use qualities characterises co-present usage of IT in a home setting, in contrast to a work setting?” This means that there is an intrinsic interest in the home case
and the bank case forms a basis for comparison. The basis should be
considered representative for quite a large number of office appliances.
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3.6

Analysis

The analysis of the empirical material in the studies presented in this
thesis can be described in three mutually dependent, but discernable
phases: exploration, transformation, and specification. In general, the
process of understanding an object under study went from exploration
over transformation to specification, but the process was not that
straightforward. Figure 3.1 shows the outline of the analysis.

exploration

transformation

specification

Figure 3.1: The levels of specificity over time in the process of
analysis.
The analysis process was similar to a design process as described by
Löwgren and Stolterman (1998). The interpretation and analysis process started when we entered the field and scribbled down the first letter in the field notes. After examining the field notes and listening to,
or watching the tapes the initial and tentative categories and definitions were created on basis of a theoretical understanding of the study
object. During this exploration of the empirical material, a feel for where
the empirical material was headed was being developed.
As the empirical material was being processed, created, and
moulded, categories or patterns were taking shape. These categories
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can be seen as thinking units for understanding what is going on. This
was the transformation of the empirical material into categories that
were merged, removed, splitted up, and so on. A number of different
card sorting techniques, such as affinity diagrams (Holtzblatt & Beyer,
1993), were used during this phase.
The final activity was the specification of the categories. They were
tied back down into the empirical material by use of excerpts from the
field notes. At this stage the categories were more concrete, and internal coherence was vital as well as the validation of the interpretations.
This is not a normative model of how analysis of qualitative material
should be made, but rather a description of how the research behind
this thesis has been conducted. It resembles several other descriptions
of the qualitative research process, for example Strauss and Corbin
(1990) and Ely (1991).

3.7

In summary

The purpose of the research presented in this thesis is to understand
what goes on in co-present use of software and to understand what
may make it valuable. It then follows that an interpretative approach
to studying use quality is the natural choice of research method.
Design research can challenge prevalent theories-in-practice and open
up room for reflection and by that learning. One way of doing so is to
use speculative design proposals that can function as probes into values and beliefs of a culture.
The thesis is built on interpretative design research and at the heart
of every interpretative research practice lies the hermeneutical circle,
which is the process of always relating the parts to the whole and back
again. The research approach is also inspired by ethnography, by
which it is meant that the researcher allows space for the informants to
shape the questions and the focus of the study according to their own
world-views. The interpretations must hence be made in relation to the
meaning of the actions and events under study in the actual lifeworlds of the participants.
Two kinds of knowledge can be gained from this kind of research:
Knowledge about the particular may be transferred to other cases, and
knowledge about theoretical concepts may be abstracted from the particular.
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The overall procedure has been a comparison of two cases of copresent use of IT where the first (the banking scene) sets the ground for
the one of intrinsic interest (the interactive television scene). The analysis of the empirical material has taken place in three discernable
phases: exploration, transformation and specification.

Chapter 4

4.
CASE I
The scene of software in
customer meetings at bank offices

While studying the use of professional software at bank offices, we
realized that many situations of use at banks are highly collaborative,
particularly during customer meetings, when an advisor for example
discusses loans with a customer. Most pieces of software at banks are
however, at this date, designed with a single user in mind. At the most,
systems enable and encourage distributed cooperation over networks.
Banks do not distinguish themselves from most other workplaces in
this sense. Too few applications in use focus on the group aspects of
their usage, and only a few systems are designed for co-present use.

4.1

Co-present groupware

Benford, Bederson, Åkesson, Bayon, Druin, Hansson, Hourcade,
Ingram, Neale, O’Malley, Simsarian, Stanton, Sundblad and Taxén
(2000) have labelled this kind of situation of use shoulder-to-shoulder
collaboration. Stewart, Raybourn, Bederson and Druin (1998)had earlier coined the term Single Display Groupware (SDG) to denote software that enables such shoulder-to-shoulder collaboration. Stewart,
Bederson and Druin (1999, p. 286) later defined SDG more precisely as:
“computer programs that enable co-present users to collaborate via a
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shared computer with a single shared display and simultaneous use of
multiple input devices.”
Shared interfaces, shared feedback, coupled navigation, equal control and equal participation are important use qualities of SDGs. These
kinds of systems utilise multiple private input and a single shared output. When Shoemaker and Inkpen (2001) designed Single Display Privacyware (SDP) as a direct extension of SDG, they designed for private
output, using Personal Digital Assistants, as well as private input and
public output. They point out a new design consideration not found in
SDG: the tension between private and public information. In other
groupware applications, such as company wide shared calendars, the
distinction between these has been an issue for quite some time (e.g.
Palen, 1999).
SDG and SDP introduce equal control and equal participation to
interaction design. A lesser degree of participation leads to situations
found with, for instance, interactive television (iTV). iTV-appliances
are multi-user applications with a single user in control. One user has
the remote control and the others, in the couch, are by-sitters. This
leads to design considerations of distribution and sequencing of control. iTV-appliances cannot be called SDGs since they have only one
input device, but many of the important use qualities are still the same,
for instance shared feedback and coupled navigation. (Arvola & Holmlid, 1999; and Holmlid, Arvola & Ampler, 2000. See also Chapter 5.)
This chapter is about software use in customer meetings where the
technology are multi-user applications with single-user control, but
where there is no shared feedback, and the customers are not regarded
as by-sitters as in the case of iTV. With an even smaller degree of participation they have become indirect users. The conventional way to
perceive this category of users is that they ask others to use the system
on their behalf (Davis, 1985; and Faulkner, 2000), or that the system is
of no interest to them; it is up to the service provider to utilise a system
if they want or need to. The customers’ use is consequently mediated
through a direct user. The traditional customer meeting is a co-present
situation of use, but as traditionally designed it carries few of the use
qualities of SDG (e.g. no shared feedback, no coupled navigation, unequal control and unequal participation), so what is this situation of use
characterised by; what is specific for this situation?
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4.2

Software at banks

Bevan (1995) provides a number of evaluations of bank teller systems,
or “customer transactions processing systems” in his words, for European banking institutions. In summary, he describes the use of such
systems as variable and reactive to the needs of the present customer.
Efficiency is important due to the pressure from waiting customers.
The usage situation is also characterised by well-defined rules and
responsibilities. The results also highlight ease of use, ease of learning,
and satisfaction as an overall assessment, and broken down to the subscales affect, efficiency, helpfulness, control and learnability. Bevan
used a top-down strategy to use quality where his pre-conceived categorisation already had fore fronted effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, thus becoming the important qualities. In this chapter I take a
step back in order to explore and describe some of the design considerations and use qualities of software in customer meetings. Just as in
Bevan’s case, the study is based on the use of a bank teller system.

4.3

Setting and method

The collaboration between the research team and the banking group
had been going on for five years. At the beginning, the project focused
on the introduction and learning of a new word processor, but as time
went by it was time for a change in the main systems in the banking
group, and one of them was the teller system. For a complete view of
the entire project, see Holmlid (1997; 1998; and 2002). This chapter
reports on the work from the case study of the teller system, but our
understanding of bank work is of course informed by the earlier collaboration with the banking group.
The entire banking group has about 15.000 employees and 7 million
customers in Sweden and abroad. It has, in round figures, 600 local
branches in Sweden and owns subsidiaries like a fund management
company, a mortgage institution, an investment bank, and a finance
company.
When studying the use of the teller system at the banking group, we
performed situated interviews with clerks at six local branches. They
were selected so that small, medium sized, and large branches would
be represented. The manager at the local branch asked employees that
had not taken an on-line course on the new teller system whether they
wanted to participate in our study or not. The reason for choosing
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clerks that had not taken that course was that we, as part of the larger
project, also developed a new on-line course for learning how to use
the teller system (Holmlid, 2002). The clerks worked both as advisors
with booked customers and as tellers at the counters with “rushed customers.” We followed the clerks for half a day at one or two occasions
and took the role of an apprentice, trying to learn more about their
work and asking probing questions about the episodes that took place.
The researcher was a passive observer during customer meetings and
an active apprentice between meetings. We wanted to cover practical,
social, and aesthetic use, and ethical and constructional issues, and
tried to answer the question of what was important in the use of the
teller system; what the use of the teller system should be characterised
by. It would have been advantageous to capture the customer meetings on video or audio tape, but Bank secrecy made that problematic, if
not impossible.
The transcribed field notes were discussed at four 3-hour long interpretative workshops at the head office. The participants in the workshops had received the field notes in advance and were asked to read
them through and mark out interesting passages. There were four inhouse competence developers and four system developers participating. All eight participants had long experience from banking. One of
us functioned as facilitator, while the other took notes and handled the
video camera. We asked the participants at the workshops to complete
the sentence: The use of the system should be characterised by… The purpose of doing so was to set high-level use quality design objectives.
The use qualities that completed the sentence were written down on
sticky notes that were grouped and the participants finally labelled the
groups in order to create affinity diagrams (Holtzblatt & Beyer, 1993).
Our own analysis of the field notes followed a similar procedure,
but was also informed by theoretical reflection and by the interpretations made in the workshops. This mean that the interpretations made
by the competence developers and the in-house systems developers
also became subject to interpretation and analysis by the research
team. We read and re-read the field notes creating categories and tried
to say what the use of the system should be characterised by.
Since the customers in the meetings were not interviewed, but only
observed, more weight has been placed on the bank clerks and the
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interpretations from the competence developers and in-house system
developers. This is a weakness in the material but it was however a
necessity since the research team wanted to minimise intrusion in the
meetings. One option would have been to contact all the customers
afterwards but that could had damaged the relationship between the
bank and the customers.

4.4

Expected use qualities to design for

Just as in Bevan’s (1995) study we learned that the traditional usability
criteria or effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, flexibility and learnability were important. At the bank, they are dealing with individuals’
and businesses’ money, and money being the important and also very
personal matter that it is in our society, there is a call for accuracy. In
order to be efficient, and not keeping other customers waiting, the
clerks often have parallel customers on-screen; preparing one customer while waiting for another. They also have parallel tasks during a
meeting. One of the users had, for instance, four log-ins and two
screens open in the system owned by the subsidiary mortgage institution. These are classical examples of the need for flexibility in the systems.
During the meeting with the customer, advisors as well as tellers
switch rapidly between different systems and tools. These tools must
be integrated with each other to avoid mistakes and slips. Integrating
the tools, making them more accessible from inside the other systems
would support parallel work and enhance both the efficiency and the
ease of learning due to transfer effects.
Overview was another important use quality of the systems. It can
be seen as a means for accuracy and efficiency. From the clerk’s point
of view, there is a need for overview of actors (customers, colleagues,
and competitors), contextual information (the financial situation and
business in general), and activities (matter of loans, ending of
accounts, buying and selling trust funds, parallel work activities etc.).
Poor co-ordination, partly due to lack of overview of what the colleagues are doing, may lead to a need to quickly get an overview of a
customer. One of our informants found himself in that situation. He
had been on vacation and had a customer booked that he was to
advise. Someone else at the bank office had booked the meeting for
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him, and since that colleague did not know his complete schedule
there was no time to prepare before the meeting. All he had was a
name and a civic registration number. There was, however, time to
print some papers to get a quick glance at the customer’s financial situation. From that analysis he arrived at the conclusion that it had to be
a matter of re-binding some loans. He also checked the customer’s
commitment view and could see the customer’s behaviour concerning
savings, withdrawals and loans. At the same time he also noticed the
“TB4,” the profitability of that particular customer. Later on he
stressed the importance of not being surprised during the meeting
with the customer.

4.5

Quality of what precedes use

Before the actual use of a system, events and activities take place that
set the ground for the actual use. These events and activities are the
ante-use of the system (Holmlid, 2002). An example from the bank:
A opens all windows and systems that might be needed during
a meeting with a customer. He believes that it is a matter of
loans and therefore prepares loan documents and opens windows showing the interest situation. If it would be a trust fund
issue he would instead need the B-menu system. This will
insure a more smooth use of the systems during the meeting,
and reduce the risk of getting surprised when meeting the customer.
The preparations can be more or less well made; good preparations
will lead to a better use quality in the actual situation of use. When it
comes to the collaborative aspects a few things might be noticed.
B gets a customer who wants to make some investments and
have heard of something called SPAX [a mixed fund, with
papers as well as derivatives]. B turns the screen towards the
customer, who wishes to save some in a traditional savings
account. “It is wise to keep 1 to 2 months salary as a buffer.” B
explains the different kinds of SPAX, and the customer can
choose between a media-related (TIME) and a IT-related. “Do
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you want everything in a SPAX, or parts in a traditional fund
and parts in SPAX?” The customer says that he wants only two
thirds in a SPAX. “And the rest in interests to stabilise your portfolio? Then the SPAX Worldwide?” The customer asks what he
said, SPAX Worldwide? “Yes, two thirds in Worldwide.” The
customer, a bit irritated says, “OK take SPAX Worldwide.”
Even though the clerk turns the screen towards the customer he is
keen on keeping the control and the initiative. In this case the argument was that he would not let the customer put all his savings in a
SPAX, and that he needed a better-balanced portfolio.
The excerpt below shows how C prepares herself and the customer
for a following meeting:
“I would need some advice,” the customer says. “I have some
forest I am about to sell. Is advice free?” C asks whether the customer has decided to sell. “It is much simpler if you book an
advisor in advance.” C continues, “Is it a lot?” The customer
says that she has a valuation under way. C goes on, “Is it investment advice you want?”
C continues to pinpoint what the customer wants, without giving
any direct advice, only preparing herself as well as the customer for
what they will be talking about later during the booked advice. She is
showing the customer what to expect and what to be prepared for,
while at the same time finding out to what degree the customer is prepared for an investment discussion. This particular customer has currently only a savings account, but says that she owned a SPAX several
years ago.
Ante-use is, as is obvious from the examples above, more than just
preparations. It is also a matter of expectations. When it comes to the
implementation of computer systems at the work place one must recognise that the successful ones usually are informally advocated.
People talk with their co-workers about the new systems that they
encounter. Creating good expectations is important for success. Too
enthusiastic users may, however, be disappointed.
A clerk that expects something out of using a tool for work and does
not get that, will either be happily surprised or angrily disappointed
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(see also Holmlid, 1997; and Holmlid, 1998). An example from the field
studies was when a bank branch decided that they did not want to use
the on-line training system for the teller system that was on Channel 1
(the intranet) and by that chose not to take part in our research project.
They had previous experience from other training software on the
intranet that had been perceived as almost useless. Therefore our training system was already used before taken into actual use, and this rendered it useless: First impression lasts.
A similar event took place when the bank introduced a new system
for handling loans. Everyone within the bank organisation knew it
was a Norwegian off-the-shelf system that was not adapted for this
particular organisation. It may be significant that it was Norwegian
since Swedes always make jokes about Norwegians and vice versa. A
typical joke would be that a Norwegian system simply could not work.
The users were, anyhow, critical long before they had seen the system.
When it finally was taken into use, nothing worked. The users’ worst
expectations were met and there was an outcry of annoyance and frustration. Eventually, the system was tweaked to fit the needs of the bank
and today it runs fairly well. But, the users still see it as a system from
hell.
This means that it is important to introduce a new system with care.
If the first training system on Channel 1 had been good we would have
had no trouble introducing our’s, unless our’s was not good. The system has to gain approval from the top of the organisation and be
rooted at the bottom. This is a lesson the bank has learned: At the time
of writing, a new system, called Advisor’s Support, is being introduced. It is a system supposed to structure the customer meeting and
be a common resource for the customer and the financial advisor. This
system is being introduced to the users by ambassadors at every local
bank branch and it is insured that the managers also see the benefits of
the system and realise the need for training and competence development.

4.6

Quality of face management

As previously stated it is important not to be surprised in the meeting
with the customer, but why is it so? At the bank, they are dealing with
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people’s money, which is an important and personal matter in our
society, so there is a call for accuracy or effectiveness.
Accuracy is, however, somewhat superficial. The advisor, and the
bank too, must seem trustworthy and should not loose face. There are
routines for making up the cash after closing-time and during backoffice work, even though it is extra work, but an error that is made in
the meeting with a customer must pass unnoticed, since the advisor or
teller otherwise looks like a fool that cannot be trusted with the customer’s finances. One of our informants said:
”It should flow between the systems. You often have to get information from many different places, and suddenly you think:
‘Where the hell do I find that information?’ That cannot happen
in the meeting with the customer. [...] It’s about trust!”
This excerpt from the field notes seems at first, to be about accuracy
or effectiveness and it is. Focusing at the last line, however, one realises
that it also is about face. A similar example:
B cannot risk any faults, and therefore uses the old B-menu
instead of SYNK, especially for shares. A few months ago SYNK
bought the wrong share options; all Volvo deals became Vostok
deals.
It might be called for a more precise definition of what we mean by
face. Our understanding of face is built upon the work by Brown and
Levinson (1987) and Goffman (1967). In English as well as in Swedish
there is a notion of ‘losing ones face’. It occurs when someone is embarrassed or humiliated, and in this metaphorical sense:
“face is something that is emotionally invested, and that can be
lost, maintained, or enhanced, and must constantly be attended
to in interaction. In general, people cooperate (and assume each
other’s cooperation) in maintaining face in interaction, such
cooperation being based on the mutual vulnerability of face.”
Brown & Levinson (1987, p. 61)
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Brown and Levinson continue by making a distinction between two
kinds of face: negative and positive face. The negative face is the basic
claim to autonomy, and the positive face is the self-image or selfworth:
“negative face: the want of every ‘competent adult member’
that his actions be unimpeded by others.
positive face: the want of every member that his wants to be
desirable to at least some others.” Brown & Levinson (1987, p.
62)
The customer meeting is a joint project set up by the participants
(advisor and customers) in which they have to make a joint commitment to get some work done. As in every joint commitment there is a
very important issue of face (Clark, 1996). Any act taken by the advisor
will affect not only the public perception of the advisor’s self-worth
and autonomy, but also the customers’. As Clark (1996, p. 317) puts it:
“Equity and face appear to constrain all actions that require joint commitments.”
One of the most important things for a personal financial advisor is
to create a good relation to the customer and set the ground for a joint
commitment to do business. For instance, as mentioned above, the
advisors wish to be prepared before the meeting so that they are not
surprised in the meeting. There are probably several reasons for this,
for example that the meeting should run smoothly and efficiently.
Another reason might be that the advisor does not want to be surprised by different aspects of the customers’ financial behaviour. One
advisor said:
“The customer must never feel that their situation is abnormal,
that would make the customer uncomfortable.”
A surprised advisor might exclaim something inappropriate in a
moment of surprise or without intention express some kind of criticism to the customer. Such behaviour would damage the customer’s
positive face and create an uncooperative atmosphere. One example of
face management in that sense would be:
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“When it took such a long time with the print-out, I thought the
account had been cancelled correctly. Even though the Electronic Journal did not have an entry that it was cancelled I suspected it had been. But I had to try, try if it was possible to cancel
it from another terminal. When I then got the error message I
thought ‘SIGH, I’ve got to let the customer go.’”
The present systems in use at the bank inhibit the advisor from creating a good relation to the customer by forcing the advisor to do facethreatening acts. At some stages during the meetings the advisor has
to do a lot of input into the system and then the advisor more or less
ignores the customer. The following is from the field notes:
At one occasion during the meeting, A excuses himself: “I have
a hour-glass…” The customer fills in, “Yes it’s working.”
Non-attention indicates that the advisor does not care about the customer’s face wants. Therefore the advisor threatens the negative face
by keeping the customer waiting and the positive face by simply not
attending to the customer. The advisor has to make excuses and apologise and by that risk losing positive face in order to keep the equity in
their joint project. Computers usually enter as a topic for small talk at
these occasions and then the meeting is no longer about business but
rather about computers. Wiberg (2001a, 2001b) noticed similar issues
in his studies of co-located meetings, where the computer support
draw much attention away from the face-to-face interaction. In his
studies the conversations completely stopped as soon as the participants in the meetings started to interact with the system. He termed
the phenomenon The divided attention problem.

4.7

Quality of interaction character

Löwgren and Stolterman (1998) describe different interaction characters [‘handlingskaraktärer’ in Swedish], based to a large extent on
Kammersgaard’s (1988) perspectives on human-computer interaction,
and Laurel’s (1993) concept of computers as theatre. They argue that a
computer system may take on different characters and either be a system component, a tool, a dialogues partner, media, or an arena. Janlert
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and Stolterman (1997) argue for the need to design systems with consistent character in order to support users’ anticipation, interpretation
and interaction with complex systems. In their words:
“A character is a coherent set of characteristics and attributes that
apply to appearance and behaviour alike, cutting across different functions, situations and value systems…” (Janlert & Stolterman, 1997, p. 297)
In the studies at bank offices we have seen that the systems always
structure the meeting with the customer in one way or the other, and
they can take on several different characters in the immediate meeting.
In the empirical material, three kinds of characters have been identified. The interaction character may also rapidly shift between the three
kinds.
The first kind is the system as a support. As earlier noted, the advisor
does not like to input a lot of data into the system during the meeting
with the customer since it forces the advisor to ignore the customer.
The computer is preferred to be secondary and only backing the advisor in the meeting. A question that arises in conjunction with this is
what ‘work’ is at the bank. The clerk sees the work as meeting the customer and building a joint commitment with that customer, but the
bank might see it as entering data into the system and getting the customer to sign. The software for those two cases will probably be completely different.
The customer also has a relation to the computer. Sometimes the
advisor turns the screen towards the customer to show something or
explain. The advisor then sequences the control or distributes it to the
customer, similar to the iTV-appliances described in the introduction.
One can imagine a believable scenario where the customer points at
the screen and says: “Take this and that away. Could you close those
accounts?” The customer is then the direct user of the system and the
advisor takes on a supporting role. A number of design considerations
of secrecy and the tension between private and public become important.
The second character is the system as a common resource for both the
customer and the advisor. This is the idea of a new system, Advisor’s
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Support, which is being implemented at offices at the time of writing.
This would be a typical SDG as described in the introduction.
The system as a tool was also an interaction character that appeared.
During the extensive time spans of data input into the system or when
there is a breakdown that takes time, the advisor is forced to ignore the
customer who starts looking up into the roof and the advisor must
excuse him or herself for ignoring the customer. The meeting is disturbed by the use of the computer as previously described. The computer changes from being a support in the meeting to being a tool for
entering data, and the customer is nothing more than a distraction for
the advisor. This change in the character of the computer system is
nothing exceptional or bad as such, but it becomes a problem when the
use of the computer is in this state for too long. The system as tool is for
this reason least wanted interaction character during a customer meeting.

4.8

Discussion about IT in customer meetings

At the beginning of this chapter we set out to explore what good use
quality of systems in customer meetings is. The results suggest that it
is characterised not only by the traditional usability criteria, but also
by the ante-use with its preparations and expectations, face management, and three different interaction characters which the system rapidly may change between.
In order to design a system with good use quality in customer meetings, one has to design for good face management and good ante-use,
both in the form of preparations and in the form of expectations. One
must also consider what interaction character the system primarily
should be designed as. How this shall be given form, and taken advantage of in the future, remains a challenge for both design practice and
research.
The nature of the use qualities described here will vary between different situations of use. What is considered to be a face-threatening act
in a customer meeting at the bank may not be threatening at all in
another setting (e.g. a meeting between salesperson and customer).
The same goes for ante-use; a good ante-use in one situation may be a
terrible ante-use in another (e.g. letting a customer go home and think,
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which often is good in bank business, may be bad in some cases for an
organisation that tries to sell).
Designing expectations
Considering one of the two forms of ante-use, expectations, it is obvious that the system and everything around it must be designed so that
it builds reasonable expectations among the users. This is probably
true for all systems and not only systems used in customer meetings. A
word processor must follow some genre characteristics of word processors or else it will fail. The reason for this is that if someone tells you
that you will get a word processor you immediately will have some
expectations of what a word processor is, what functions it should
have, and how it should behave. Designers should give the audience
what they expect or make them expect what you will give them. To
make them ecstatic about the product you must however also give
them something more: you have to exceed their expectations (Agre,
1998).
Working with the users’ expectations may have an interesting side
effect. It may create space for changing the product to the best fit of
expectations at the same time as you try to create the best expectations
for the coming product. This is what Beyer and Holtzblatt (1997) keep
telling us in contextual design.
Designing open systems for collaboration
A design problem that was encountered was how to design systems
that do not force the advisor to be rude and make face threatening acts.
A solution lies in one of the forms of ante-use, that of preparations for
the actual use. For some systems it may be more profitable to design
them as process oriented rather than open; more like wizardware. That
would of course lead to inflexible systems, but some work tasks are
very inflexible. Take handling loans for instance. There are strict routines to be followed and checklists are used for that. Some tasks are
also very controlled by regulations and legislation.
A concept for a new kind of system, based on the different interaction characters, is a system that is completely open, like an empty
sheet. The advisor would take the white sheet and document the meeting with the customer, and after the meeting execute what they had
agreed upon. This would solve the problem of the intrusive system,
but it would pose a new problem since they still would have to seek
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out information about the customer’s account, the interest situation,
different unit trusts and so on. The design problem remains to be
solved. Another solution would be to design such a system in an
object-oriented fashion. The advisor would only have to mark two
accounts, and a transaction relation between the objects would be set
up and then the advisor would enter the figures for the transaction.
Interesting design implications involve the question whether the
bank allows work before and after the meeting, or not. The bank wants
the customer to sign at the end of the meeting and no back-office work
to be done in order to maximise the time spent with customers. The
problem is, as earlier stated; that a lot of data must be entered during
the meetings and the advisor is forced to ignore their customers as the
divided attention problem the occurs. If the bank to a larger extent tolerated back-office work, then one could imagine an open system that
works as a common resource in the meeting with the customers, and a
controlled process-oriented system for ante- and after-use. In the anteuse the work is scheduled and after the meeting all data is entered and
what has been agreed upon is executed. Designing systems for collaboration in customer meetings is to a large extent a matter of the tension
between open and controlling systems and how to assist in maintaining face.

4.9

In summary

Good use quality in customer meetings falls back on face management
and politeness. In the ante-use of a system the ground is set for
whether an advisor will have to ignore a customer during the meeting
or not. A controlling and straightforward system during ante-use may
allow for an open and flexible system during the actual meeting and
by that leave room for the necessary face work. In the meeting, a system may have the character of a support, a common resource, or a tool.
The support or the common resource is to prefer over the tool in a copresent computer supported joint activity, because a tool leads the primary user’s focus away from the other participants.

Case II

5.
CASE II
The scene of interactive television

Turning from the office to the living room we find a marriage
between computers and television. The new media is neither television nor personal computer; it is dynamic and interactive, which television viewing is not and it is based on values of media consumption
and socialising, which personal computing traditionally is not. This
chapter describes design considerations that we had, and use quality
objectives that we tried to meet, in the design of three interactive television (iTV) appliances. It is based on a bottom-up approach to use
quality, where the important use qualities to design for are explored
and specified from different perspectives of use quality as the design
progresses. The chapter is to a large extent based on two articles by
Arvola and Holmlid (2000), and Holmlid, Arvola and Ampler (2000).

5.1

Technology issues

The digital broadcast of iTV is received either via terrestrial broadcast,
via cable or via satellite. It is decoded by a so-called set-top box, which
transforms the digital signals into traditional analogue signals that can
be interpreted by the television set. The set-top box is a small computer
with memory, processor and so fourth. The hardware places constraints on the design of appliances, since the storing and processing
capabilities usually are small, in comparison to modern personal com67
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puters. Furthermore, there are serious limitations on storage capacity
since many set-top boxes of today do not have hard drives. The executable code and data need to be installed in the flash memory, downloaded via the broadcast or retrieved from the network via the built-in
modem. The modem also enables a connection upstream, from the settop box back to service providers. In addition, there are limitations on
the bandwidth downstream, in the broadcast, which means that a
large amount of data will cause delay in the appliances. The various
systems (satellite, cable and terrestrial) have significantly different
bandwidth and delay for data download. Each application must therefore be adapted to the environment it is supposed to be used in.
The most common input device of the set-top box is the remote control. It has numerical keys ranging from 0 to 9, four cursor keys (up,
down, left and right), and an enter- or OK-key. It also has a number of
function keys. This kind of input device leads to an interaction mainly
based on moving a focus over the screen, often in discrete steps. In
some cases a full (but small) keyboard may be available too.
High-end boxes are, however, better equipped than this. Their
capacity equals that of a modern PC and the storage capacity is no
longer a problem. Hard drives are more common and it is believed that
it soon will be more economical to record broadcasts on hard drives
than it is on VHS-tapes.

5.2

Preliminary genres of iTV

In film theory and mass communication the term genre is applied to
any distinct category of products. McQuail (1994) describes genres of
products as being identified equally by producers and consumers, by
their function, form and meaning. They are established over time and
preserve cultural forms, but may also develop within the framework
of the original genre. A genre will also follow an expected structure,
use a predictable stock of images and have a variant of basic themes.
McQuail (p. 263) also states that a genre is:
”a practical device for helping any mass medium produce consistently and efficiently and to relate its production to the expectations of its customers. Since it helps individual media users to
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plan their choices, it can also be considered as a mechanism for
ordering the relations between the two main parties to mass
communication.”
In mature fields, such as movies, the conventions are clear. The
viewers have developed a good sense of identifying a humorist movie
apart from an action movie, and the producers are fluent in the filming
language of humorist vs. action movies. Within a genre there are common elements of design that sets it apart from other genres of design.
Genre thinking is powerful in all product design, including interaction design. Within the area of computer and video games there are
genres established at this date. Both producers and consumers agree
on terms like strategy, adventure, sports, simulation, driving and
action, and these genres guide game consumers in their choices and
game designers in their work. Löwgren and Stolterman (1998) as well
as McQuail (1994) characterise individual products as well as their
genres, by describing their use qualities. The framework Löwgren and
Stolterman use take a stance in four perspectives; aesthetic, ethic, function and construction, which is similar to McQuail’s function, form
and meaning.
For the field of iTV, several divisions of genres might be found or
constructed. I will distinguish between interactive narrative, ondemand applications and add-ons, when describing different kinds of
iTV-appliances.
Other distinctions that overlap, or run in parallel with this might be
constructed, such as the difference between informative, functional or
leisure appliances. These are not in conflict with the former set, and
might function in a complementary manner defining sub-genres such
as functional add-ons, or informative on-demand applications.
I have chosen the former set, because it takes the act of viewing television as a whole, instead of breaking it up in different acts. This is
more likely to become relevant genres as the social conventions build
up over time, and also the kind that the design community should promote instead of a piece-meal chunking of the TV experience. The interactivity needs to be considered in the context of watching TV, with
channels, broadcasts, shows etc.
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The genre of interactive narratives combine narration and interactivity. Described in a fairly naïve sense it allows the viewer to decide or
change parts of the narration, the narrative content, or the personage.
One could imagine viewers deciding the ending of a drama, choosing
the content and depth of different news subjects during a news slot,
telling what part of the country they want to view the weather forecast
for, or choosing the camera with which they want to view a football
game. An interactive narrative gives the viewer the opportunity to
individualise content, or to take part as a storyteller. The backside is
that there is either a need for more production with broadcast quality,
or a radically changed perspective on what a broadcast is. Preliminary,
the use qualities of interactive narratives are participation, adaptivity,
freedom of choice, and symmetric power balance.
A wide genre of iTV-appliances is the on-demand applications, with
what seems as obvious sub-genres. They have one thing in common;
they are independent of the broadcast, and can be viewed as standalone products. Three coarse categories of on-demand applications can
be defined. One is the traditional computer applications such as banking, shopping, e-mailing etc. The assumption behind this is to transform the television set into a computer screen; today on-demand
applications of this kind try to do things that computers, telephones
and grocery stores do better. Another category is guides like electronic
program guides, and music channel guides. Yet another category is
information applications, such as the traditional text-TV. The main use
qualities of on-demand applications are stand-alone, interaction outside the broadcast.
The third preliminary genre of iTV presented here is the add-on application. The primary idea behind an add-on is to provide information in
parallel with the broadcast. The viewer cannot interfere with the ongoing story. Add-ons neither demand more narrative content, nor broadcast quality micro-episodes. The limitation lies in the need for
provision of correct information, in some cases at the very time the
events takes place. The main use qualities of a product within the addon genre are layering, complementary, focus shifting, freedom of
choice, and adaptivity.
Mixes between the three genres are also possible such as when users
can choose camera (interactive narrative) and/or get statics added on.
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5.3

Notes on TV-viewing

Watching television is a social event; according to Gahlin (1989) as
many as 73% have company in front of the TV-set. People also engage
in side-activities. Gahlin showed that 51% channel surfed extensively,
25% performed other tasks, 21% drank and 7% ate while watching television. This is combined with a broad user group, which in media settings is treated with means and theories collected from masscommunication theory. Theories, which have not yet found their way
into HCI-research, although some work is under way (Lundberg,
2001).
In most cases there is only one remote control, which at a specific
point in time is controlled by one person. There are by-sitters that
actively participate in the TV-watching and would like to be in charge
of the remote, but also by-sitters that wishes not to engage. The usage
of iTV is indeed social as people sit together in front of an application
in shoulder-to-shoulder collaboration. This is often the case with iTV
as seen in Figure 5.1. iTV-appliances have a smaller degree of participation than SDGs and SDPs (described in Chapter 4), since they have
single-user control. One user has the remote control and the others in
the couch are by-sitters.

Figure 5.1: iTV-appliance in use in a living room.
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5.4

IT in the home

Studies of technology in the home indicate several interesting use
qualities to design for. It is not all about efficiency and effectiveness
that are the use qualities traditionally seen as virtues at work, even
though smilar use qualities are important in preparation of food,
household maintainence, and tele-work. Households are also displays
on which to imprint identity. They are sanctuaries where one can rest
or play without scrutiny, and family life is considered a priority (Hindus et al., 2001; Venkatesh, 1996). This also means that there are areas
of home life that are personal and other that are public (Junestrand et
al., 2001). Flexibility in systems for domestic use is important, since
routines and norms differ between and within families (O’Brien et al.,
2000; Frohlich et al., 2001; Tolmie et al., 2002; and Lacohée & Anderson,
2001). Gaver and Martin (2000) present IT made for impressionistic
and ambient information; diversions and surprises; influence over the
environment; intimacy between people; supporting user’s insight into
their own life-worlds; and mystery and contemplation over the
unknown. Future home appliances do not have to be what we today
take for granted.

5.5

Method

Speculative design proposals can, as described in Chapter 3, function
as probes into values and beliefs of a culture and can be seen as placeholders when exploring a design space. Around these placeholders,
constraints and possibilities for design can be explored. In the work
reported in this paper 29 potential users of iTV have been confronted
with speculative design proposals by trying out a prototype under
observation. This experience has set the ground for interviews. The
study is an interpretative collective case study, where similarities
between the cases are likely to illustrate a more general condition. The
cases were chosen because they are dissimilar, but still within the
genre of iTV.
In the three design cases, ideas for design were gathered through an
analysis of related existing systems. The iTV-appliances were designed
in an explorative fashion where many ideas were investigated in
sketches and scenarios. Throughout the entire design process, the
designers considered design alternatives in the light of the different
use quality perspectives: practical use, social use, aesthetic use, moral
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considerations, and material considerations. Ideas where gathered
through brainstorming, the resulting ideas and problems were developed a bit further, a new brainstorming was used to get more ideas
based on the former ones, and so on. During this phase use quality values were beginning to form that directed the design. When the design
space seemed to be as diverged as necessary, some ideas were kept,
other ideas were discarded and some ideas were transformed to fit
others. At his stage more concrete use quality objectives were developed. This process continued until the finishing solution was implemented in a prototype. The prototypes were tested with users to
examine the usage in a simulated, but rather natural setting. These
tests revealed a number of conflicts and important concepts to consider when designing a system like the present ones. The experiences
from the design process were combined with the results of the user
testing to understand the design considerations and use quality objectives. Finally, the results were related to theoretical concepts in order to
gain a more abstract insight to what was going on.

5.6

The add-on to a racing broadcast

Interaction designer Fredrik Ampler got a design commission from
Telia Research. He was hired to design an interaction model for an
iTV-appliance (Ampler, 1998; Holmlid et al., 2000]. He designed the
interaction techniques in the context of an add-on appliance, which
means that it is downloadedvia broadcasting and added onto a regular
television broadcast. The add-on was developed around a Formula 1
racing broadcast, where the viewer was provided with interactive
information and statistics on the different drivers and on the race (see
Figure 5.2). Telia wanted to explore and investigate problems and
opportunities in the meeting of traditional broadcast and interactive
content. The objective was to propose an interaction model that integrated essential aspects of traditional broadcast with the ability to
reach hyperlinked multimodal information. A more specific goal was
to create an understanding of how such an interaction model could be
utilized in the development of a Generic Event Application, GEA. The
GEA was intended to be a production tool for producers of different
events, like sports or an election.
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Figure 5.2: Figure 2: Sketch of the racing add-on.
User testing in the racing case
Eleven informants tried out the prototype, eight were men and three
were women in the ages of 23 to 30, except one man who was 60. All
had significant computer experience. The tests were performed in a
corner of a design studio furnished with tables and workstations. It
was obviously not somebody’s living room, but the environment was
arranged to be as close to a living room as possible. The informants sat
in a sofa with a table and the television set in front of them facing a
wall. The sessions were videotaped and the test administrator took
notes. After that the informants answered two questionnaires.
Design considerations of the racing add-on
There is an attention-competing situation in the use where viewers are
likely to switch their attention between the broadcast and the interactive layer. They also engage in aside-activities where the attention is
divided between the screen and the surrounding environment. Interactive television needs to use strong visualisations because there is a
broadcast going on in the background. The visualisation of where the
focus is on screen will, for example, need to be quite strong in order to
be found easily, but if it is too strong it will be annoying when a viewer
is not interested in the interactive information. Strong visualisation
will also let a by-sitter know what the remote owner is doing.
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Users expected to be at ease and the amount of energy and time that
goes into learning to use is minimal. If things go wrong in the interaction, actions should be effortlessly reversible. The operation of the
appliance and the remote control should be laidback and take place
without effort. People also expected moving images and entertainment
when seated in the couch in front of the television set. There should be
life in the appliance.
Watching television is a social event, with by-sitters unable to control
the screen directly. By-sitters would benefit from a good understanding of what the person with the remote control is doing with the system. They will be in a completely different situation of use in
comparison to the remote owner. Their situation of use must be considered in the design.

5.7

The on-demand quiz game

On a design commission from Nokia Multimedia Terminals, I
designed an on-demand quiz game for iTV (see Figure 5.3) with the
goal of maximising the social interaction (Arvola, 1999; Arrvola & Holmlid, 1999, Holmlid et al., 2000].

Figure 5.3: Sketch of the on-demand quiz game.
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In applications used by co-present groups it is important to give
shared feedback, so that users are able to navigate together and see
what the others are doing (Stewart et al., 1999). Building on experiences from the racing add-on, I wanted to focus on social interaction
like opportunities for confrontation, deception and negotiation. The
game was a turn-taking quiz game for two co-present players. The
game was built for two players competing against each other. A board
was displayed on-screen and the players moved the pieces and
answered the multiple-choice questions with the remote control. Two
versions were tested: one where feedback only was directed to the
remote-owner and one where feedback explicitly told the by-sitter
what the remote owner was doing. The remote-owner also received
this feedback since it was displayed as on-screen graphics.
User testing in the game case
Eight informants were invited to an office building, where they played
the game in pairs in a kitchen while having a cup of coffee and some
cookies. The people in the pairs were friends, four women and four
men, between 21 and 30 years old. All were university students or academics, and everyone had some experience with computers. The pairs
sat by a table in front of a small sized television set and a iTV set-top
box. An introduction to the remote control and the game was given
before the game started, and the test administrator took notes. The
informants played one version of the game for ten minutes and then
the other for the same time. After the observation, semi-structured
interviews were conducted. The focus of the interviews was on the
users’ experiences of playing the games, and notes were taken during
the interviews.
Design considerations of the quiz game
When the informants played the game, it was quite obvious that an
important use quality was laidback interaction. That is, the interaction
should run fluently and without friction and users should feel at ease.
For instance, one player said: “It was troublesome to answer with the
numeric buttons, since you had to change the grip or use two hands.”
Another participant thought that it should be easy to learn and one of
them said: “At first, I didn’t understand how to do to, for example,
throw the dice.” When an action was visualised, so that the by-sitter
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could see what the remote owner did, it sometimes disrupted the laidback interaction; it became annoying.
Not surprisingly, entertainment is the most important factor in a quiz
game. Often-used phrases were: “I want fun out of a game like this,”
and “quiz games are fun.” When the activity is exciting, so that the
present activity is all there is, the engagement is high, and the outside
world almost ceases to exist; then the participants are more or less
seduced. There are three levels of seduction (Khaslavsky & Shedroff,
1999) that can be seen in the empirical material. “It should be pleasant
looking at it.” This is the first enticing contact with the game on a surface level. One player “would rather play on the PC since its cooler and
more evolved.” He continued: “Perhaps it would be more exciting if
you had never played network games.” These statements concern a
deeper level of seduction, with a richer experience of the game on an
artifact level, where the artifact establishes a relationship with the user.
The deepest level concerns more than the experience of the game as an
artifact; it is a matter of how the activity of gaming is experienced, the
activity level which provides fulfilment. One kind of entertainment
comes from the constant news value and the reward for repeated gaming: “I expect mixed categories of questions”, “What’s good about the
game is the good questions. It’s the questions that are important. They
should be varied”, “Most important is that there is a large variation in
the questions. There should be a good balance and they should not be
faulty”. With variation of questions and mixed categories there will be
motivation for repeated gaming.
In order for the quiz game to be fun to play there must be both ego
challenges and social challenges. An ego challenge is a challenge of ones
competence. Players said things like: “It’s fun, a challenge, and it’s
good for your ego if it goes well.” Other examples were: “It's fun
answering questions and testing yourself,” and “You see if you know
anything and you learn.” A social challenge is a safe conflict (Crawford, 1982) where the participants can play with roles and challenge
each other. Several informants emphasised the competition as a factor
of fun. Measuring of strength is, however, not all there is to social challenge. Another aspect is managing complex social interaction in a
playful manner. The social aspects are reinforcing factors of the entertainment. One player said the following, regarding playing the game
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over a network instead of shoulder-to-shoulder: “You would probably
loose the fun of bullying your opponent, giggling wickedly, and smiling satisfied. With that some of the delight would be lost.” Yet another
player reported: “It was good that you could cheat in the game. That
forces you to watch each other.”
Closely related to social challenge and the social dimensions of
entertainment is the togetherness of the activity. The game needs to
promote social interaction and unity the system creates and promotes,
and it needs to function as a social lubricator. Immediate togetherness is
concerned with the social interaction created at the time of the joint
activity. When comparing gaming on the screen and on the table, several players said things like: “When you play on screen you don’t
socialise; instead you look at the screen”; “around a table you have
more eye contact with the other players. It leads to more togetherness”;
and “everybody sits there, staring at the screen and you're not together
in the same way.” The game could, however also, promote delayed
togetherness that took place at a later stage. One player said: “I’d rather
have played against people I knew, since it's important to, later on, be
able to tease about who won. It’s the after-social part of the game.”
Another player had thoughts along the same line: “It’s important to be
able to pick on the other afterwards.”

5.8

The on-demand news application

Magnus Rimbark (2002) designed an on-demand application for surfing news, after receiving a design commission from the Electronic
News Initiative; a project that explores possibilities for the news services of tomorrow. He was hired to design an interface to a local newspaper for a media terminal such as an iTV set-top box, because
demographic studies had shown that 38,2% of the readers of Swedish
local online newspapers would prefer to use their TV for reading the
news (Ihlström & Lundberg, 2002). Since the work in the racing case
and the quiz game case had shown that spending time together was
important he decided to focus on that and designed the application for
co-surfing news by several co-present users. In a pre-study prior to
design, where three users were observed surfing jointly with a single
remote control, it was observed that much of the talk was about coordination of what to read and where to surf, rather than about the
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content of the news. There were also difficulties when users used deictic expressions, like ‘here’ or ‘there,’ and tried to point at the screen,
since it was four meters away. With that in mind, the application was
designed as a SDG with two game pads for simultaneous input and a
shared television screen for output. The purpose was to distribute the
control and active participation among users, and by that increase
togetherness. Another purpose was to promote laidback interaction by
helping users to use deictic expressions by pointing with the personal
focus.
The prototype also utilized semi-transparent menus and widgets in
order to decrease the possible interference where one person opens a
widget in a way that blocks what another user is doing. Transparency
has been documented to lessen the effect of interference in experiments (Zanella & Greenberg, 2001).

Figure 5.4: Sketch of the on-demand news application.
User testing in the news case
The prototype was tested to find out how users would use the system
and how they would experience it. The informants can all be described
as early adopters (a target group for the client). The users in each test
session were two persons who knew each other well before the test
and who frequently interacted with each other socially. Five test sessions were performed with two users participating in each session.
Two pairs were female users, two pairs male users and one pair had
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one person of each. The test sessions were run in an apartment that is
specially equipped for testing future home-technology in a home-like
environment. Before the users started, a short introduction of the system was given, and the participants got one game pad each. They were
then told to start using the system any way they wanted to. The test
continued until the users got tired of it, around ten to twenty minutes.
Design considerations of co-surfing news
The use of two input channels was not in itself a solution for engaging
the by-sitter and supporting co-operative use. The multi-user styles of
use (Scott et al., 2002) that were developed after a few minutes of use
were instead based on turn-taking, where one user was active, while
the other user was passive. Two input devices during turn-taking
does, however, make the distribution of control more equal and the
user that would have been passive in a single-control situation is more
involved in the interaction.
The optimal outcome of the design that would fulfil most of the
design objectives would have been if the users had continuously coordinated their actions with the individual input devices in parallel.
Both users would have been active and none of them would have
become passive or bored. This was not the case.
Interference arose from the shared functions in the system. Users felt
annoyed when their news articles were replaced before they had read
them, and they felt a sense of guilt when they interrupted the other
person’s actions. The system may have increased togetherness as
planned, but it did it at the expense of laidback interaction.
The challenge of designing co-surfing application with multiple
input and shared screen is therefore to avoid this interference; to
increase togetherness while keeping the laidback situation of use.
Making this work seems to be difficult in a system like an on-demand
news application. The users have to perform activities on the same
part of the screen as the other users. When the complexity of the task is
too small, one user’s actions will come into conflict with the other
user’s actions since they cannot perform parallel activities on the
shared object. In a complex task where both users can perform one
subtask each side-by-side without interrupting each other, they can get
a substantial feeling of togetherness, since they work on the same joint
project. When the task is simple and users have conflicting agendas at
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a micro-level, these benefits seem to disappear (see also Stewart et al.,
1999).
The prototype utilized transparent widgets and graphics in order to
allow one user read beneath another user’s personal widget. The logotype of the local newspaper was as well in a background layer. The
transparency worked quite well when the information in the background was simple, such as the familiar logotype. When the information in the background was complex, as when the article was behind a
widget, the users did not bother to try to read through the widgets.
Instead they asked the other user to move his or her widget or to hide
it. Information such as brand names, adverts, and sponsor-messages
with low information content can easily be displayed in a background
layer without disturbing the use of the content in the foreground.

5.9

Discussion about iTV-applications

Both similarities and differences can be found in the three cases.
Design considerations can, in general, be grouped under three use
qualities: Laidback interaction, togetherness, and entertainment.
Quality of laidback interaction
Appliances on iTV need to be easy to learn and give the users a sense
of control. The concepts that make up the traditional usability must,
however, be treated somewhat differently than the HCI-community is
used to do. Users will have to be able to meet their goals, but the goals
in a home situation are more opportunistic than they are in a purposeful work context (Tolmie et al., 2002). If there is any resistance or friction to use a system it will not be used, because it is not so important.
Rather than talking about effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction and
learnability it is more rewarding to see it as laidback interaction. That
is a situation of use that is comfortable, carefree, relaxed, easy, and free
from labour, embarrassment, or constraint. It is the effortless use of the
technology and the fluent interaction with the system without any disturbances or friction. One aspect of the laidback interaction is particularly prominent in the three cases: strong visualisation.
STRONG VISUALISATION

In all three cases there are examples of the relativity of expressive
power of visualisation. In the racing add-on there was a broadcast in
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the background, which meant that the visualisation had to be an offset
relative to the background, rather than non-intrusive and simple. If the
visualisation was too weak it was drowned in the noise of the background broadcast. When having racing cars moving and roaring in the
background together with reporters commenting on the race, the feedback visualisation had to be relatively strong to be perceived at all. If it
was too strong, however, in relation to the background it became
annoying.
This is a design consideration of figure and ground; of perceptual
prominence. According to gestalt psychology, when perceiving our
environment we look for prominent figures that stand out from the
ground1. Is it the race that is the important and should be a figure,
while the interactive material is a ground, or is it the other way
around?
In the on-demand quiz game there was over-visualisation disturbing the interaction. The remote-owner was annoyed with the visualisation that took time and freezed the interaction for a moment. Strong
visualisation of actions was, however, useful in critical moments of the
interaction. The critical moments were, in that case, when the remoteowner selected topics and answered questions. Then the by-sitter
needed to know which buttons the remote-owner pressed. The by-sitter who did not know what the remote-owner answered, could not
tease the other for answering stupidly. At other times, there was no
need to display exactly what the remote-owner did. Then there was
disturbing over-visualisation, which occupied screen estate and
delayed interaction.
In the on-demand news case, there was confusion to whether an
object should be figure or ground. What if an object was in focus for
one user, but in the background for the other user? Semi-transparency
was utilized in order to get around the problem, but it was not enough.
Only simple information such as logos, or the game in Zanella’s and
Greenberg’s (2001) experiment can be used behind a semi-transparent
object.

1. Introduction to figure/ground segregation can be found in most textbooks
on visual perception, e.g. Vickers (1979), Haber and Hershenson (1973).
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Quality of togetherness
The racing case highlighted factors of togetherness between users that
were more thoroughly investigated in the quiz game case. The game
was used as a social lubricant as described in other descriptions of
games as well (Crawford, 1982; Löwgren & Stolterman, 1998; Harris,
1994; Holmquist, 1997). The importance of competing against each
other, the ability for family and friends to play together, the social
stimulation, and the relationship-centred simulations and explorations have been brought into light. None of previous studies have,
however, made a distinction between immediate and delayed togetherness; they are all concerned with the immediate aspect of the concept. When asked to compare playing the quiz game on-screen with
playing a quiz game around a table, informants said that they lack the
opportunity to see each other’s facial expression. Similar issues have
been observed in studies of children playing a game on a table vs.
playing on a screen. The lack of physical engagement may lead to
decreased performance, motivation, and naturalness of the interaction
(Scott et al., 2000). In the on-demand news case the goal was to further
enhance togetherness, but it was made at the expense of the laidback
interaction, as co-ordination difficulties between private and joint
activities increased dramatically.
The ultimate object of togetherness as a use quality is socio-pleasure,
which is the enjoyment derived from being in the company of others.
Jordan (1998) gives examples of coffee-makers that may give an opportunity for gathering, unusually styled household products that attracts
comments, and products that defines the owner as part of a social
group. All of these are examples of togetherness, both in terms of the
immediate aspect and in terms of the delayed aspect.
Togetherness is the state of being together in a group, being in simultaneous contact, and doing things jointly by combined action. A system can promote both immediate and delayed togetherness, as seen in
the quiz game. Togetherness is important for iTV-appliances, as also
concluded by Hindus et al. (2001); spending time with ones family is
what counts as quality time in a home situation.
INTERACTION CHARACTER

In the cases of iTV several different interaction characters (Kammersgaard, 1988; Janlert & Stolterman, 1997; Löwgren & Stolterman, 1998)
have been observed. The appliances sometimes switched rapidly
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between being a media with content in focus, a tool for carrying out an
action without concern of by-sitters, or a common resource that feeds
into the social interaction of the users and is used with equal control.
The appliances were also used according to different interaction styles.
They were switching between being in turn-taking use, parallel use, or
mediated use (when one user tells the other what to do).
The results of these studies stand in conflict to the idea that the system must have a consistent character (Janlert & Stolterman, 1997;
Löwgren & Stolterman, 1998). People in front of an iTV-appliance will,
enter and leave the activity (for example to make coffee), and the subgoals of the activity may vary as the activity goes on. The goals that the
users have in the present situation decide social interaction character
and style. When the goals change or when one user has one goal and
the other user another goal, the character and style will also change. It
also goes the other way around; if the appliance doesn’t support a certain kind of character or a style of use, it will hamper the naturalness of
their social interaction. Multi-user technology must be flexible enough
to handle different interaction characters and styles (Scott et al., 2002).
It does seem reasonable to assume that a fluent switching between
characters and styles, would allow users to use a system in which way
they want, so that they can reach the temporary goals that suddenly
appears in an opportunistic activity.
Quality of entertainment
Entertainment is obviously considered to be an important factor in all
studies on games. Support for the ego challenge and social challenge
can for example be found in Harris' mental and social stimulation,
engagement in mysteries, thrilling but safe adventures, and relationship-centred simulations and explorations (Harris, 1994). The constant
news value of any iTV-appliance contributes to entertainment and
encourages users to use it again. The ultimate goal of the ego challenge
in games is to reach psycho-pleasure, which means the pleasure
gained from accomplishing something (Jordan, 1998).
Two kinds of entertainment were identified in the game (ego challenge and social challenge), but other iTV-appliences must also be
entertaining. In the case of the racing add-on the entertainment comes
from the content, and the same goes for the on-demand news. It may
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however also come from the socio-pleasure of spending time together
and having something to talk about.
A good iTV-appliance should seduce its users. The word ‘seduction’
comes from Latin, originally meaning an act of leading aside. When
something is seducing it attracts, charms, and perhaps even enchants a
user. What the users expect to meet will decide if they will be enticed
by the product. It will also decide if the user is willing to enter a state of
flow or only dismiss the attempt to seduction as foolishness. Flow
experiences can have positive as well as negative effects. The positive
effects include user satisfaction, increased learning, creativity, and
intrinsic motivation. The negative effects are decreased efficiency,
over-involvement, or even addiction (Woszczynski, 2002).
Conclusions
Different sub-genres of iTV-appliances will lead to somewhat different
use quality objectives to design for. More issues of laidback interaction
are important in the racing add-on than it is in the quiz game, and
more issues of togetherness surfaces in the quiz game than in the racing add-on. Both togetherness and laidback interaction are, however,
significant as seen in the on-demand news, where the concept of a SDG
hampered the laidback interaction in an attempt to increase togetherness. Entertainment is equally important in all three, but it is reached
by different means. In much infotainment, such as the add-on to the
Formula 1 racing and the on-demand news, the content is king. The
use value is in the content, and accessing entertaining content in an
entertaining, but laidback, fashion is more important than togetherness is. Talking about the content is, however, also valuable.
In the quiz game, laidback interaction is important, but the purpose
of it is to enhance togetherness, so that the interaction with the game
can become semi-transparent and set the questions and the social
interaction in focus instead. The entertaining experience of the quiz
game comes from the challenging questions and from the activity of
playing with a friend, and bullying and teasing him or her in a playful
manner.
Laidback interaction, togetherness, and entertainment are expected
to be important in any iTV-appliance, or even in any infotainment
appliance used in face-to-face situations. The priority between the use
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qualities will, however, differ, as will the means for reaching the use
quality objectives in a design solution.
All of the use qualities are connected to each other; they are merely
different perspectives of the holistic phenomenon of a system-in-use.
In terms of the model of use quality, presented in Chapter 2, all categories are aesthetic quality perspectives and this perspective is dominant
in the material. Practical aspects of them are, however, also important,
especially in the racing add-on and in the on-demand news. Entertainment and togetherness are functions within an everyday social activity, which is especially prominent in the quiz game application. Strong
visualisation and sequencing of control is needed for the design to
work in practice. Seen from an ethical perspective there are questions
of the goodness of entertainment and togetherness and how they make
people relate to and engage with each other. There is also the matter of
how to sequence control. Is it only the father in the house that has the
remote? From the perspective of construction, it is important to provide a correct and robust high-performance structure that can provide
for the functions, the aesthetic experiences and the ethical values associated with them. This is not always easy to do on a digital television
platform.

5.10 In summary
Design considerations of interactive television appliances were investigated in an interpretative collective case study consisting of three
design cases. Each case included design work and user testing. In total,
29 potential users tested speculative design proposals. The theoretical
foundation of the study is a bottom-up approach to use quality. Three
high-level use quality design objectives of iTV-appliances are analyzed in detail: laidback interaction, togetherness, and entertainment.
These three are expected to be vital use qualities in any infotainment
appliance that is intended for use by several users in co-present interaction.

Discussion

6.
DISCUSSION
Same, same, but different

In this chapter, the desirable use qualities of applications for copresent usage in a home setting, is contrasted to a similar situation in a
work setting. It is concluded that it is similar, but also different. Some
issues of generalising and transferring the results from the case studies
are furthermore highlighted, and a proposal for future research is
finally presented.

6.1

Contrasting the scenes

When relating the scene of software in customer meetings at banks
offices to the scene of interactive television one can see how they are
both different and similar to each other. The patterns of differences
and similarities are presented within the framework of use quality presented in the Chapter 2. The use qualities presented in the previous
chapters do not clearly belong to a single kind of use or kind of consideration. The terms used in the model of use quality are not categories;
they are rather aspects of a total usage. This is why it is important to
actively alternate between the different perspectives. Every specific
use quality can be seen from either a practical, social, aesthetic, moral
or material standpoint.
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Practical use
At the bank, on the one hand, there is work to be done. Traditional usability issues such as efficiency, effectiveness, parallel work, tool integration, robustness, and overview are important in order to avoid
keeping customers waiting, and in order to obtain accuracy. Users also
wanted to get started working with the systems soon after introduction, and learnability is hence an important factor. The systems used in
customer meetings must also be flexible so that the advisor and the
customer can use them in different ways depending on their current
goals. One way of increasing flexibility is to allow for easy switching
between interaction characters so that the systems can be a tool in one
second, and a support or a common resource in the next. Figure 6.1
depicts the interaction characters and styles of use that the systems, at
the bank and in the livingroom, has been seen to switch between.
In order to get a smooth running customer meeting the users at the
bank did a thorough amount of preparations. They wanted to know
what to expect so that they were not surprised. The ante-use was hence
fairly elaborate.
In the living room, on the other hand, it is not important to get work
done. The use situation is relaxed and laidback, and therefore iTVappliances must be easy to handle and learn. The goals seem to be
more opportunistic in a home setting than they are in an office setting
(see also Tolmie et al., 2000), and users don’t have to use a particular
system. They will therefore just let it be if it there is friction in the
usage. The situation of use should be comfortable and care free. Ideally
there is no labour; just relaxation and laidback interaction.
Diverse user groups in the home make is difficult to know who to
design for. Mass communication techniques may, however, help in
identifying key characteristics of the use population (e.g. Ihlström &
Lundberg, 2002). Personalisation may be another way to approach the
problem, but since people enter and leave the activity in front of the
television set one must be careful. This will cause a change of individual users, and interaction character of the system as well as interaction
style. Flexibility is therefore as important in the home as it is in offices.
As seen in the case of the no-demand news, for example, a particular
style of interaction should not be imposed on users since it may seriously hamper the co-ordination of personal and joint goals between
the users.
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Software as a tool. The software interaction is in focus and the social interaction is secondary.

Software as a support. The social interaction is in focus while the software
interaction is secondary.

Software as a common resource. The
social interaction is in focus while the
software feeds that interaction.

Software in turn-taking use. Either the
software interaction, or the social interaction can be in focus.

Software in parallell use with equal
control. Both the software interaction,
or the social interaction can be in focus.

Software in mediated use. The by-sitter
is telling the remote-owner what to do.
Both the software interaction, or the
social interaction can be in focus.

Figure 6.1: Identified interaction characters and styles of use of
software in face-to-face situations.
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Since the use of iTV-appliances is a social event with several people
in front of the screen, strong visualisation is important. Visualisations
must be prominent to the background of moving pictures and designers must resolve what happens when one user’s figure is the other
user’s ground if their personal goals are different at a certain time.
What can be considered use quality in a particular situation is
dependent on the the flow of actions within a situation of use; the anteuse of a particular system. The studies in this thesis do not provide a
comprehensive answer to what this consists of in home situations, but
it is clear that it is important to design the expectations of the users of
both banking applications and iTV-appliances. It is also clear that the
activities that takes place within a home takes on more of an opportunistic character, than it does at the bank, and given a careful case-to-case
transfer, one can suspect that the less preparations and planning that
are necessary before the use of an iTV-appliance the more successful it
will prove. Tolmie et.al. (2002) provide some interesting findings on
how routinised domestic life is and they argue that it is the glue that
holds everyday life together. In the home all the disparate priorities of
different family members have to be coordinated and without routines
this would require much effort. Further observational material would,
however, be need in order to say anything substantial regarding this
matter in relation to ante-use.
Social use
Togetherness is the state of being together in a group, being in simultaneous contact, and doing things jointly by combined action. A system can promote both immediate and delayed togetherness, as seen in
the quiz game. At work, togetherness may be important as it is at
home, but at home it is in focus (as also concluded by Hindus et al.,
2001). Spending time with ones family is what counts as quality time,
but at work, spending time with the work-mates is not considered as
quality time even though it might be important in order to build share
understanding and hence facilitate co-ordination processes. Gettogethers at work as well as parties and kick-offs are, however, important parts of team building. Designing information systems for such
activities at work would without doubt be a challenge.
Face management is at play in every joint activity. Actually, in the
case of the quiz game, much of the fun comes from playing around
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with face issues. At the bank the face management is about professional identity, professional trust, and freedom of action. Systems at
the bank were seen to either facilitate face management or interfere
with it. At home it is about private social identification and differentiation (Hindus, et al., 2001), but also about parental control (O’Brien, et
al., 2000). At the same time kids wish to create space for action: negative face. Face work and negotiation between grown ups and kids in
relation to information appliances would be interesting to study. The
different facets of face management, as a use quality, will be vital in all
co-present groupware, and probably important for any system that is
used in a shared activity. This includes all SDGs and probably all iTVapplications. Design for face work is indeed an intriguing concept,
both for IT at home and IT at work. An interesting theoretical issue of
togetherness is the relation between delayed togetherness, socio-cultural situatedness and positive face. On the theoretical basis of these
three concepts it should be possible to design lifestyle products. What
is good positive face in the eyes of someone is of course dependent on
subjective factors, but also on the socio-cultural history of the individual, and the present situation. Krippendorff (1995) proposes product
semantics as theoretical foundation for such issues.
Aesthetic use
The use of iTV-appliances should not only be effortless, but also be
experienced as being effortless. At he bank the feeling of control is just
as important for individual advisors, as actual accuracy is.
The word ‘seduction’ was used to describe the entertaining experience of iTV-appliances. It comes from Latin, originally meaning an act
of leading aside. When something is seducing it attracts, charms, and
perhaps even enchants a user. It is a use quality that arises when the
present activity is all there is and an emotional bond may be tied
between the users and the system. The surface level of a seductive
experience is clearly dependent on the ante-use of the system; what the
users expect to meet will decide if they are enticed by the product, or if
it is yet another product of the same kind as before. It will also decide if
the user is willing to enter a state of flow or only dismiss the attempt to
seduction as foolishness. Woszczynski et al. (2002) reports that flow
experiences can have positive as well as negative effects. The positive
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effects include user satisfaction, increased learning, creativity, and
intrinsic motivation. The negative effects are decreased efficiency,
over-involvement, or even addiction. Seduction is without doubt more
important for consumer products than it is for office systems, but in
order for a system to sell and get satisfied users, it might be important
to consider. A seductive software has ecstatic customers that loves the
product and place stickers on their cars that says: “I love my [insert
product name here]!” That is definitely something to strive for as an
interaction designer.
Entertainment is part of the seductive experience of playing a game
or watching a race, but hardly important at all in a banking context,
where it will be counterproductive and perhaps even damaging to the
bank. The only time it is called for is in an e-learning system used during competence development at the bank. Two aspects of entertainment are, however, ego challenge and social challenge. Ego challenge
is the testing of skills and knowledge, and encourages psycho-pleasure. This is something that often arises in situations at work and at
such times users may even enter at state of flow. Social challenge is a
safe conflict. It can be a matter of comparing strengths, also a matter of
managing complex social interaction. Both of these aspects of entertainment are potentially useful in e-learning systems.
Any system must have an aesthetic expression that fits its context.
iTV-appliances are situated among systems like text-TV, VCRs, stereos,
and so on. They are also related to web pages and television on-screen
display graphics and without bearing any resemblance to such systems it will not build fitting expectations among users and it will not fit
in. The same goes for systems at banks: they must feel professional,
accurate, exact, and carry a sober expression.
Moral considerations
Should software designers make systems that increase the profit for
the bank at the expense of customers or should the designers view the
customers’ interests as equally important as the banks’. The analysis of
the systems used during customer meetings were mainly made from
the advisors’ point of view. It is questionable if that is the right way to
proceed in the long run. The customer must be considered as important as the advisor is. Another moral issue to consider is the bank
secrecy, and personal integrity of customers.
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In the home one must consider how large the parental control
should be, and if a particular software reinforces gender stereotypes,
everyday patriarchal structures, and traditional views on the role of
women. Just as at the bank, issues of integrity and the relation between
personal and public information is vital to take into account.
Material considerations
The issue of platforms is interesting both in the home and at the bank.
Bank tends to use traditional PCs with mouse and keyboard, even
though other systems could be considered. This is probably due to a
negative set among system designers that simply design what they are
used to be designing. However, in order to design a good common
research for advisors and customers touch screens lying between the
users might be better, in combination with personal screens for information that the advisor want to keep for him- or herself (e.g the profitability of the customer and warnings that the system gives regarding
loans). Some parts of the systems can be fairly controlled and guided,
where for example legislation or efficiency demands so. In order to
increase the flexibility in the social interaction it can rather be fairly
open, more like a sheet of paper.
In the home, similar platforms can be considered where users have
personal Tablet PCs for pursuing personal goals, while still having the
possibility of sharing information on shared displays like the TVscreen. Such systems are today too expensive on the consumer market,
but who knows what the future has the possibility to bring.
Systems that utilize multiple screens have the potential to make the
shifts in styles of use and interaction characters with minimal effort.
That would increase the flexibility of the systems in relation to coordination of personal and joint goals in co-located joint activities. One can
also imagine systems that utilize personalisation and co-adopts to
users in the midst of interaction. Such partner technology could perhaps change character in order to fit the present style of interaction.
Generalisation of results
Different genres of iTV-appliances will lead to somewhat different use
qualities to design for. It is not straightforward to generalise from the
quiz game to any situation where iTV is used. Some analytical generalisation is however possible, since a collective case study was made,
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where the quiz game can be compared to the racing add-on and the ondemand news application. More issues of laidback interaction are
apparent in the racing add-on than it is in the quiz game, and more
issues of togetherness surfaces in the quiz game than in the racing addon, and in the on-demand news a trade-off between the two became
apparent. Entertainment is equally important in all three, but it is
reached by different means. In much infotainment, such as the add-on
to the Formula 1 racing and the on-demand news, the content is what
matters. That is where the value of using the system is to access seductive content in an entertaining fashion, and that is more important than
togetherness is. Still talking about the content is also valuable.
In the quiz game laidback interaction is also important, but the purpose of it is to enhance togetherness, so that the interaction with the
game application can become semi-transparent and set the social interaction focus instead. The entertaining experience of the quiz game
comes mainly from the activity of playing with a friend.
For any infotainment software to be used on iTV, the use qualities
presented here will be important, but the priority between them will
differ, as will the means for reaching the use quality objectives in a
design solution. The research question for this thesis is, however:
“What use qualities can be used to set objectives in design of software
for co-present use at home, in contrast to use qualities for such systems
at work?” I do not want to generelise the results from the couch in the
living room to the entire home. The case of iTV is nevertheless an illustration of one kind of software that exists within the walls of the home.
The bank case provides examples of other use qualities to design for
than the traditional usability criteria in the genre of office software.
That indicates that one must always question the taken-for-granted
model of what good interaction design is in a specific situation of use
and take a step back in order to re-evaluate use quality criteria.

6.2

Future research

People are in reality in quite messy situations, where they at one time
may work individually and at the next time may work jointly with others. For example, clerks at banks and in other service establishments
use systems as support in their meetings with customers and sometimes they turn their screens towards the customer in order to present
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something or explain something (see Chapter 4 in this thesis). Furthermore, students often share computers as well as work on personal
projects and need to co-ordinate these two (Geisler, Rogers & Tobin,
1999). In addition, people in control rooms can work individually during normal situations, but in order to regain control when something
goes wrong they must coordinate their actions and get a shared understanding of the situation. Then artifacts, previously in individual use,
will be jointly used in order to establish common ground (Garbis
2002). Finally, a designer that is stuck in the creative work usually
turns to a colleague for help to see the problem from a new angle
(Sachs, 1999), and then the system turns from being in individual use
into being in joint use. There is a long tradition of research, within HCI,
on how to design computer systems for individual use, and there is
also huge amount of work within the field of computer supported
cooperative work, on how to design computer support for teams.
There is, however, only little research (Geisler, Rogers & Tobin, 1999;
and Rodden Rogers, Halloran & Taylor, forthcoming) that have
focused on systems that are both individually and jointly used.
Software usage in face-to-face situations
There are several approaches to how to design software for use in faceto-face situations. There are electronic meeting room systems that
assist co-located collaboration. Examples include different kinds of
electronic whiteboards (Elrod, Bruce, Gold, Goldberg, Halasz, Janssen,
Lee, McCall, Pedersen, Pier, Tang & Welch, 1992) and large shared displays (Dourish & Bellotti, 1992; Garbis, 2002), entire meeting rooms
(Stefik, Foster, Bobrow, Kahn, Lanning & Suchman, 1987; Nunamaker,
Dennis, Valacich, Vogel, & George, 1991; Geisler, Rogers & Tobin,
1999). There are also Single Display Groupwares (SDGs), which enable
shoulder-to-shoulder collaboration by means of simultaneous parallel
input to a single shared display for output (Stewart, Bederson &
Druin, 1999; Benford et al., 2000). Finally, there is research into Single
Display Privacyware (SDP), which is a direct extension of SDG. Such
software allow co-located people to work privately on a individual
screen, such as a PDA, and also allow them to share information on a
publicly available screen, and choose what to do on the big shared
screen and what to do on the small private screen (Schoemaker & Inkpen, 2001). Interfaces for SDPs and other software that are distributed
over several devices have been called distributed interfaces (see Figure
6.2) within the field of ubiquitous computing. One such distributed
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interface is SharedNotes, which is designed by Greenberg, Boyle and
LaBerge (1999). They enforced a strict difference between public and
private, where notes could be either completely private for individual
use or completely public for joint use but nothing in between. It did
not work very well and instead they recommend a design that allows
users to fluidly shift between the two and the many gradations in
between.
Public screen with single input
TabletPC
TabletPC

Figure 6.2: A distributed interface where information can be
thrown between screens. Users can switch interaction characters
at their will depending on present individual or joint goals.
Research problem
There are times when we really do not want somebody to see our
work. At other times we need to work together in order to reach our
goals. Therefore the use of computer systems will shift between individual and joint use. A distributed interface that allows users to choose
what information to share with whom they want, in any way they
choose, is likely to support both individual and joint activities, including swift shifts between the two. The main focus of the future research
is to explore what constitutes good shifts between individual and joint
use of technology, from the perspectives of the users. In particular, the
research will report design considerations that emerge from shifts
between individual and joint use of computer technology in a software
design team, that work in the early phases of software development.
Design implications for distributed interfaces will be explored, and the
results will be related to the research presented in this thesis; the use of
software in customer meetings at banks, and the use of iTV-appliances.
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Method
In order to explore the research problem a field study in a software
design team will be conducted. Specific focus will lie on events where
user activities change from being individual to being joint and back
again (see Figure 6.3). The method of choice is participatory observation and ethnographic interviews. Interactions will also be captured on
video. Design sessions will follow on these observations, where existing computer technology will be further developed by taking identified issues into account, and by exploring the design concept of
distributed interfaces.
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Figure 6.3: The focus of future research is on co-located and synchronous situations of use, where technology switch between
being in private/individual use and in public/joint use.
Expected contributions
The research will further develop the knowledge of how to design
computer technology that both are in individual use and in joint use.
Such situations include design work, customer meetings, home usage
of IT, command & control work, education, process control et cetera.
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Specifically it will look into software design work and compare situations of use there with situations of use in customer meetings at banks
and joint use of iTV-appliances. It will explore the novel concept of distributed interfaces in this context, and it will expand the knowledge
about the early phases of software design practices.

6.3

Conclusions

The conclusions from this thesis can be grouped under three headings:
contrasts between home and work, software use quality in general,
and future work about co-present use of software.
Interaction design for the home
The research question for this thesis was: “What use qualities can be
used to set objectives in design of software for co-present use at home,
in contrast to use qualities for such systems at work?” It has been
explored by comparing the designof a system used at bank offices to
the design of iTV-appliances. Several differences, but also similarities
were experienced and identified in the analysis, and some conclusions
can be drawn:
1. The fundamental aspects of the traditional usability is central in
both settings, but for different purposes. The home setting is less
goal-oriented than the work setting, and therefore the activities are
highly opportunistic. The home is also a place for rest and escape
from the pressures of work, and consequently the use situations
are often characterised by a laidback interaction.
2. At work, togetherness may be important as it is at home, but at
home it is in focus. The greatest concern of home life is the family,
but also other members of the extended family and friends are important to spend quality time with.
3. Face work is also at play in both settings, but again the purpose and
object of the face management is different. The home reflects the
positive face that the people in the household want to give. There
is also face work going on between family members, especially between teens and grown-ups.
4. Entertainment is definitely more important to design for in infotainment products and other consumer products or services, than it is
in office software, but it may still be valuable in a work setting
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where many flow experiences actually take place, even though entertainment is not an end in itself.
5. Good ante-use is highly valued in a bank setting where good planning and fair expectations set the ground for the use quality of the
software. In the home ante-use is a more difficult concept, due to
the opportunistic activities, but still, it is imperative to design good
expectations and to have everything laid out so that no preparations and planning need to be done.
To conclude: The usability community needs to revise its understanding of the concept of usability (a process that has been well under
way for ten years now) in order to cope with the laidback and opportunistic activities that take place in a home. It also needs to incorporate
issues of how family and friends spend time together. Laidback interaction, togetherness, and entertainment are the use qualities to design
for in iTV infotainment appliances. These qualities are interconnected
and to some extent dependent on each other and the priority of them
may vary between different infotainment systems.
Software use quality
Turning from the specific conclusions tightly connected to the cases
and the research question, some conclusions on a more general level
can be drawn.
The narrow version of usability and quality in use (e.g. ISO 9241-11,
1998; and Bevan, 1999, 2001) is not sufficient to cover what I mean by
the term ‘use quality:’ what that makes a software good to use. It was
developed for office software, but the case study from bank offices has
indicated that other qualities than effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction may be important to design for in that genre of software.
It is evident in the results of the case studies that every use quality
carries aspects of all three kinds of use; they are only aspects of a
whole, even though their focus is on one of the three. Laid-back interaction has for example its focus in practical use, but it has social
aspects within it, as well as aesthetic aspects since it also includes the
feeling of being laid-back.
When working with use quality in an interaction design process the
designers can enter the future situation of use and complete the sentence: “The use of the system should be characterised by…” The
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designers then try to cover practical use, social use and aesthetic use as
well as ethics and construction. When a list of desirable use qualities is
established it can be ordered and prioritized as use quality objectives.
This list is used to assess design alternatives in the midst of the nittygritty design work by means of +/- lists. This ensures a documentation
of the design rationale without disturbing the flow of sketching.
Into the future
The planned research will focus on design of software in face-to-face
situations of use that often occur in both home settings and work settings. It will contribute with knowledge of how to design computer
technology that both are in individual use and in joint use in such situations. In particular it will investigate software design work and
compare face-to-face situations of use there with situations of use in
customer meetings at banks and joint use of iTV-appliances. It will
elaborate the novel concept of distributed interfaces in this setting, and
it will expand the knowledge about the conceptual phases of software
design practices.
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